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Abstract
This report provides an account of the 2017 caving expedition to the Tresviso area of
the Eastern Massif in the Picos de Europa of Northern Spain.
The 2017 expedition was undertaken with collaboration between several UK based
caving clubs and the Spanish AD KAMI club, under the name of the Tresviso Caves
Project.
As per previous year’s most work was concentrated on the resurgence cave of Cueva
del Nacimiento, a 12km+ cave system with a height gain of over 535m from the
entrance. The catchment of this cave totals 37 km2 and, if linked with known cave
systems high in the Eastern Massif, would create a potential 1500m+ deep
underground traverse.
The main effort in 2017 was to continue work in the furthest reaches of the cave,
around the areas known as Death Race 2000, Die Hard and Jurassic World. A series
of steep ramps lead to the highest known points in the cave and several leads were
investigated at these highest points.

Picture: View South West from Tresviso to the Andara range (Phil Walker).
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Introduction
The Picos de Europa is a range of mountains 20km inland from the northern coast of
Spain, forming a Westerly extension of the Cantabrian Mountains. It consists of
three main areas, the Western, Central and Eastern Massifs. It was the Eastern
Massif (Andara) that drew the attention of Lancaster University Speleological Society
(LUSS) in the early 1970s.
The early years of LUSS exploration were spent pushing Cueva del Nacimiento
(Cueva del Agua)1 located at the foot of the mountain range. Over the years this was
pushed to around the 11km and +300m mark, but after several years the cave was
abandoned as all the major routes sumped and no continuation could be found.

Picture: Entrance series, Cueva del Nacimiento (Chris Jones).
LUSS turned their attention to the Andara region higher up the mountain range and
sought caves that would drop into the Nacimiento system and hopefully create a
record-breaking 1500m traverse. They found several deep caves around this ‘top
camp’ area. Sara, Tere, Flowerpot and Sima 56 were all pushed to respectable
depths, but the connection remained elusive.
In 1986 / 87 the South Wales Caving Club (SWCC) and LUSS briefly turned their
attention back to Nacimiento and investigated a number of sumps and pushed a
1

Cueva del Nacimiento is the official Spanish name for the cave known to UK cavers as Cueva del
Agua. All UK publications pre-1996 refer to the cave as Cueva del Agua.
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bold steeply ascending ramp gaining over 200m of height, at the back end of the
Nacimiento system with a number of leads left unexplored.
In 2011, following several successful lightweight trips around the Andara region,
SWCC returned to Nacimiento to re-investigate the possibilities of mounting remote
trips to the furthest regions of the cave, and reclimbed the steep ramps discovered
in the 80’s.
In 2012 a large SWCC expedition mounted a successful dive of the far upstream
sump in Nacimiento, extending the sump by another 80m and down to a depth of 46m. Additionally, the Death Race 2000 chamber was explored discovering a way
down past the previous limit of exploration to find over 700m of new passage.
In 2014 another SWCC expedition continued work around the Teeth of Satan and
Death Race 2000 chamber, including initial climbing of the Wet Aven and discovering
more leads in the Hellsmouth region.
In 2015 the Tresviso Caves Project continued work in Nacimiento finding more cave
passage above the Death Race 2000 chamber, extending the cave by 1km and
reaching a new height of 486m above the entrance.
In 2016 the Tresviso Caves Project spent 2 weeks exploring Cueva del Nacimiento
and climbed several avens in the Die Hard – Jurassic World area. Additionally, Pozo
Natacha (in the Mazarassa mine area) was rigged ready for the 2017 expedition.

Picture: Death Race camp, Cueva del Nacimiento (Chris Jones).
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Expedition Aims
The main objectives of the 2017 expedition were:
Cueva del Nacimiento – Die Hard – Jurassic World
Exploration of numerous unclimbed avens within the Jurassic World area, looking for
further progression into the mountain range.
Cueva del Nacimiento – Teeth of Satan – Wet Aven
The aven was climbed to +60m in 2016, to a narrow gap, with a black space and draft
beyond. Requires completion in 2017
Cueva del Nacimiento – Passages above Dan’s Big Room
Unexplored sections of passage near the 1970’s Terminal Chamber.
Cueva de la Marniosa – ‘The 80m’ Aven
Mount short dive of Sump 1 and investigate unclimbed 80m aven beyond the sump.
Sistema Castillo (Pozo Del Castillo / Pozo Natacha)
Continued investigation of possible bypass to rock collapse in the Castillo system,
with the possibility of resuming exploration of the Castillo system, currently at 293m.

Picture: Pozo Castillo entrance (Chris Jones).
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Cueva del Nacimiento
A full description of Cueva del Nacimiento is not provided here, but comprehensive
details and surveys can be found in previous reports2 and the expedition website3.
The following sections summarise the main discoveries made on the 2017 expedition.
Further details of the exploration and discovery are described in Appendix G:
Expedition Log.

Terror Firma, Jurassic World
Jurassic World is the current highest horizontal passage in Cueva del Nacimiento
(2017). Originally discovered in 2015, the passage ends in a draughty dig where the
ceiling meets the mud floor. Around 20m before the end is an inlet aven, Terror
Firma, where an obvious 6m deep choked pot has formed from the water entering
via the aven.
The aven is gained from a bridge between the pot and a muddy slope down. A swing
out under the dripping inlet leads to a dry 15m pitch up to the water inlet. Beyond
this the main aven continues (unclimbed, continuing and large). There are also 2
side passages at this level, neither have been explored, although one appears to be
an alcove and one trends back over Jurassic World.
The water inlet is entered via a slot (3m wide, 2m high) and is then followed
ascending at a 60-degree angle. The muddy slot is traversed for 10m before it
opens out and continues. At this point the aven splits. To the right is a dry old brittle
breakdown passage which has been climbed on brittle rock for approx. 12m to a
calcite ledge. The aven then closes up to an impassable slot with no apparent way
on beyond (a rock in the tight area could be capped in order to take a closer look to
see if the passage continues as a tight way on around a corner; due to the lack of
draught, it is unlikely that this way continues.) This aven has been derigged back to
the ledge at the exit of the muddy slot.
From the ledge beyond the muddy slot, the wet muddy way continues. The passage
is easily free climbable for 3m (not surveyed) and a way on through a window
continues to another ledge. This has not been explored and would need to be
gained via aid climbing. The passage appears to continue to follow the water up the
open muddy flow ledge passages.

2

"Expeditions to Tresviso and the Picos de Europa in Northern Spain (1974-1977)". LUSS (1978). "An
Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain". LUSS. (1979). "Agua '86 and '87". SWCC. (1987)
3
http://www.tresvisocaves.info/Describe/Tresviso/agua.html
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Picture: Belaying at Terror Firma, Cueva del Nacimiento (Chris Jones).
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Pterodactyl Crumble, Jurassic World
Toward the end of Jurassic World several high-level leads and avens are found. The
first one attempted in 2017 was climbed to Pterodactyl Crumble. It is accessed via
some acrobatic moves directly above the small ‘rat’ hole climb in Jurassic World.
Pterodactyl Crumble consists of a series of low sandy chambers ~12m above floor
level. The first of these chambers is littered with bat skeletons. Although initially
exciting, the obvious way on soon loops round and back into the main passage as an
oxbow.
Part way along this oxbow a low crawl trending away from Jurassic World. After 10m
this breaks into a larger boulder chamber trending downhill. The final 15m can be
rigged as a pitch to a 'mud sump', however there is no draft and no way on.
Part way along the left-hand side a narrow tube leads to a flat-out crawl of 5m to a
mud sump.
The entire series was de-rigged. Any attempt to re-gain should be approached with
caution as the rock is very brittle.
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Picture: Pterodactyl Crumble, Cueva del Nacimiento (Alex Hannam).
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Satan's Chode, The Teeth of Satan
10m back down the passage from the Teeth of Satan a 4m climb on the right-hand
side gains a gently ascending ramp on well sculpted rock. Following this leads to an
ascending rope series (rigged in 2014), culminating in a muddy flowstone ramp.
Opposite the final bolt a calcite ramp is descended from a central boss (~12m). The
passage turns left at bottom to a series of narrow rifts on 3 levels containing some
unique formations. In this rift are several unexplored downward leads, these are all
narrow and take a slight draft. It is assumed this links in with the main trunk passage
below, Satan’s Chode.
Satan's Chode is a large phreatic tube (like much of the cave) trending away from the
Teeth of Satan and back downhill. It was obtained through the first downclimb (on
the right-hand side) in the rift passage, which is difficult on the return!
At one end Satan's Chode probably links with the earlier (upwards) pitch series, if the
leads at the end ‘go’ this will provide a more sensible access point. A 40-50m rope
should reach the main lower level passage. At the other end, after approx. 70m, it
ends with a short climb into a main continuation (not attempted, protection
advisable) and a short pitch in the floor. Both leads are unexplored and heading in
an interesting direction.
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Back at the bottom of the pitch another pitch down is visible through boulders, it is
assumed this also connects with Satan's Chode. A short (3-4m) climb leads to
unknown passage, with a slight draft.
Total length of passage explored and surveyed in this area was 189m.
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Picture: Satan’s Chode, with on-going, unexplored passage (Chris Jones).
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Joe’s Crack, Death Race 2000
Directly behind the Death Race 2000 camp, in the vicinity of An Evening Stroll is
a tight rift. The entrance to the rift is just beyond the camp in the wall, stoop under
a boulder leads to a narrowing passage that quickly becomes a tight rift which
narrows downwards. Part way along the rift widens slightly and a pitch can be
descended for 8m to the floor of the rift.
The pitch starts off incredibly tight but widens towards the bottom. At the bottom of
the pitch the floor of the rift dips downward in a direction beneath the tight traverse
above. The upslope quickly ends, but down slope can be followed for a short
distance. Here the passage is approximately two metres wide, narrowing upwards,
and the walls are covered in brittle calcite. The floor dips down, with two small
climbs down to a left turn. To the right a large hole in the wall gives view to a large
wide passage, estimated at 4m wide with the floor of the passage at least 12.5m
below the hole in the wall. This pitch has not been descended and is a potential lead
for future exploration.
Following the passage to the left under a fallen boulder leads to a small junction,
walking straight on leads to a dead end; a small climb up and down on the left
quickly ends.
Total length of passage explored and surveyed in this area was 106m.

Picture: Joe’s Crack, Cueva del Nacimiento (Phil Walker).
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Aven Before P Chamber, Death Race 2000
15m before P Chamber, just after an obvious sharp right-hand bend when coming
into the cave, is a small aven. This begins as a small climb on delicate popcorn calcite
to a ledge.
A tight rift leads to an exposed climb in the main rift to a calcite flow ramp. This is
ongoing but very tight. The rift continues east for 8m and is ongoing and offers
more potential for progress.
Total length of passage explored and surveyed in this area was 70m.
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Sistema Castillo is the Spanish name given to a collection of caves that link together
underneath the Minas de Mazarrasa area of Andara, including Pozo del Castillo,
Pozo Natacha, Segura 2 and Torca la Reloj (Clockwork Pot). Historically, these caves
have been documented as distinct caves, as and when they were discovered, and
historically have inconsistently been described in relation to the overall system.
Since the 2016 expedition4 a more systematic approach to documenting and
surveying the caves has been adopted. This section of the report attempts to put the
major caves5 into a more comprehensive format.

Sistema Castillo6 – main entrances
Cave
Pozo del Castillo

Alternate Names
T145

Zone Altitude Easting
30T
1870
0360524

Castillo 2

FT17

30T

1830

0360458

4785429

Castillo 3
Castillo 4
Castillo 5
Pozo Natacha7

FT16
Segura 2
Segura 1

30T
30T
30T

1830
1825
1820
N/A

0360453
0360484
0360446
N/A

4785449
4785476
4785474
N/A

T304 - Clockwork
Pot

30T

1850

0360547

4785426

Torca del Reloj
T303

30T
1850
0360547
Table: Sistema Castillo main entrances, WGS-84 datum.

Northing
4785376

4785426

General Directions
Starting from the refugio Caseton de Andara (‘The White House’), follow the obvious
track above the refugio with markings for Pozo de Andara (‘Lake Depression’). At the
obvious junction (before reaching the lake depression proper) take the left-hand
path that zig zags up the side of the mountain. The track passes many holes and
ruined cabanas until it reaches an obvious mined area, with fences around some of
the shafts (Minas de Mazarrassa). Continuing south follow the main path. After a
couple of switchbacks on the track, the ground levels out before a further small
ascent to an obvious large open pothole (Pozo del Castillo) on the left. All the
entrances are around this area, west of the Castillo de Grajal peak.

4

“Tresviso 2016”, Tresviso Caves Project (2016)
The Mazarassa mine area is riddled with other entrances of which a large number will probably
connect to Sistema Castillo.
5

7

There is no natural entrance to Pozo Natacha, it can be entered via Pozo Castillo or Castillo IV
(Segura 2)
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Pozo del Castillo (T145, Castillo I)
WGS84 UTM – x: 0360524 y: 4785376 z: 1870m
Location
See general directions at start of section.
Description
A detailed description of Pozo del Castillo was included in the 2016 report8 and the
following sections are additional discoveries or previously unsurveyed areas from the
80’s expeditions.

Flooded Mine Adit
At the bottom of the 2nd pitch in Pozo del Castillo, straight ahead leads up a short
climb to two small pools of water. An obvious passage on the right is flooded, with
mine debris under the water, the passage bends at around 10m and appears to
continue.

Picture: Flooded mine adit, Pozo del Castillo (Phil Walker).
Total length of passage explored and surveyed in this area was 30m.

8

“Tresviso 2016”, Tresviso Caves Project 2016
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Castillo Upper Series
At the bottom of the 2nd pitch into Pozo del Castillo, turn right down a mine passage,
with wooden steps, for 20m to a junction.
The routes straight on and up extends for 30m over a lot of spoil material to an
obvious boulder collapse. There is no obvious route through the boulders. The
original 80’s description referred to almost 1km of unsurveyed passage in the area,
but this appears unlikely as there is only one mined passage. The passage is heading
steeply up and back towards the area seen over the top of the 2nd pitch in Pozo del
Castillo. Exploring over the top of the pitch may find this missing passage.
Just before the passage starts to ascend there is a minor junction, with a hole in the
floor and a passage on the right. The hole leads to a tiny chamber with a small
animal skeleton before connecting back up with the right-hand passage.
The right-hand passage leads to several interconnecting chambers with stacked
deads, running parallel to the main route, connecting at various places. There are no
other obvious leads in this area.
Total length of passage explored and surveyed in this area was 170m.
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Castillo Upper Crawl
Back at the junction after the 2nd pitch turn right and follow the main passage for
another 30m to the main Pozo del Castillo junction is met. Straight on leads to the
Segura 2 entrance and right leads to the Pozo Natacha series.
Left at the junction is the main way into Pozo del Castillo, the mine passage
descends downwards past stacked deads and contains a strong draught. The first
passage on the left, after 10m, connects back to the Upper Series. The second
passage on the left, after 40m, is the Upper Crawl. The passage begins on the leftPage | 21
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hand side, where the main route enters a chamber with stacked deads on both sides
creating an obvious passage down.
Climbing up on the left-hand side, and over a narrow bridge above the stacked deads
leads to a steeply ascending passage with some tricky stemple climbs to negotiate,
the biggest being 2m high. At the top of the climbs the passage bends right and
takes on a more natural cave appearance, with mud and rocks evident. Following a
sharp left bend, a noticeably draft is detected emitting from a tight rift. The rift can
be pushed to a 4m climb into a boulder choke. The way on has not been pushed but
this route is most definitely heading back to the surface
Total length of passage explored and surveyed in this area was 63m.
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Stemple Way
The main Castillo passage turns and trends north for 25m before turning left. A 3m
climb on the right leads to a small chamber with a deep pool. On the far side of the
pool the in mine passage continues, half flooded, this has not been pushed to a
conclusion.
Just before the main passage descends steeply, a route on the left leads to Stemple
Way. The passage ascends, via a spoil heap, to an un-climbed 12m pitch up that
would require aid climbing. A passage on the right, just before the pitch, passes over
several old stemples to an obvious pitch head. The pitch is 10m back down to the
main Castillo route. There is a possible lead 2m higher, above the pitch head.
Total length of passage explored and surveyed in this area was 55m.
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FT16/FT17 Connection
After another 20m, in the main passage, another small crawl on the right is the main
way on into the Pozo del Castillo 1983 series.
Before entering the crawl, the main passage continues up into further minor
workings and an obvious climb down under the mine workings leads to a sharp rightangle bend into a small chamber. Just beyond the chamber is the main FT16
entrance chamber, with the passage entering 20m below the entrance pitch head.
The Segura 1 entrance adit is 10m above this point (where an obvious winch
platform can be seen), however, it is not easily accessible from this point.
The crawl to the Pozo del Castillo 1983 series is flat out for 10m and leads to a small
chamber. Straight up and to the left, daylight can be seen, this is the top of the FT16
entrance pitch. To the right is a pitch up to daylight, and this is assumed to be FT17.
Another small crawl forward leads to another small chamber with a snow plug and
large propped boulders above. Beyond the snow blockage is the way on the Pozo del
Castillo 1983 series.
Total length of passage explored and surveyed in this area was 90m.

Picture: Snow and rock blockage in Pozo del Castillo (Phil Walker).
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Pozo Natacha
There is no natural entrance to Pozo Natacha, it can be entered via T145 Pozo del
Castillo or Castillo IV (Segura 2) with the latter being the easiest, quickest but wettest
entry point. The following description assumes entry via this route.
Location
Left hand passage at the main Pozo del Castillo junction, when entering from the
Castillo IV (Segura 2) entrance.
Description
A detailed description of Pozo Natacha was included in the 2016 report9 and the
following are additional discoveries or previously unsurveyed during the 80’s
expeditions.

Natacha Upper Series
At the main Pozo del Castillo junction, if entering from Segura 2, taking the left-hand
junction leads immediately to a wooden ladder on the right. At the top of the ladder
a route to the right leads up into a window over a short climb down. A further climb
up on the left leads to a short section of passage than connects with the route left
from the top of the ladder.
A large passage continues upwards, with a short section down on the left leading to
a dangerous collapsed winch platform above the first Pozo Natacha pitch. The pitch
head is unstable, and it is not recommended to descend the pitch from this point.
The passage can be followed upwards once more but passes several false floors over
the pitch head and following this route is not recommended. Instead following the
parallel large passage continues upwards across numerous cross passages that all
end in dangerous collapses and have not been fully explored. A small pool is passed
on the right before a final steep ascent to a further (more natural looking) area of
collapse. The passage continues upwards through more collapse but has not been
pushed to a conclusion.
Total length of passage explored and surveyed in this area was 170m.

9

“Tresviso 2016”, Tresviso Caves Project (2016).
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Natacha 2016 Extension
At the 1987 limit of exploration there is a small rift ending in a very tight squeeze
above an 8m pitch. At the bottom, the rift continues and has been enlarged to create
a 6m drop to another tight meandering rift above an undescended 20m pitch. The
possibility of entering the pitch is extremely remote as the rift would need to be
enlarged down for approximately 2m.
There is a strong draught in evidence throughout the cave and the end is only 90m
south and, including the undescended 20m pitch, level with the end of Pozo del
Castillo.
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Castillo II (FT17)
WGS84 UTM – x: 0360458y: 4785429 z: 1830m

Castillo III (FT16)
WGS84 UTM – x: 0360453 y: 4785449 z: 1830m
Location
Just past the obvious fenced mine area (Minas de Mazarassa) on obvious track on
the right, before the start of the switchbacks ascending to Pozo del Castillo, leads
along the east hand side of the Pozo de Andara (Lake Depression). The track splits
with the left-hand route going to Segura 2 and the right-hand route continuing,
across a steep spoil heap to Segura 1.
FT16 and FT17 are both located directly east and slightly above the Segura 1
entrance.

Picture: FT16 entrance shaft (Phil Walker).
Description
Castillo II (FT17) is a large entrance of 10m x 5m that leads to a 20m pitch, parallel to
the FT16 entrance pitch and has a vocal connection at -12m. The bottom has not
been explored but is assumed to be part of the FT16 entrance chamber.
Castillo III (FT16) is a 23m pitch down to a snow plug. At -15m a winch platform is
met with a dangerous platform leading to the Castillo V (Segura 1) entrance. At the
bottom of the pitch is a window back into Pozo del Castillo.
Page | 27
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The pitch continues down over a snow plug, via a traverse of 17m (2017), to the
head of a series of pitches down one side of the snow plug. A 7m and 12m pitch
leads to a final 12m pitch / traverse under the snow plug.

Picture: FT16 snow plug (Hannah Moulton).
A small climb down and up leads to an area of mine spoil with old wooden ladders
on the floor. Following the passage for a further 15m leads to the final pitch of 12m.
This lands in a small chamber with a sump. There is no way on.
Total length of passage explored and surveyed in this area was 107m and the cave
reaches a depth of -75m.

Castillo V (Segura 1)
WGS84 UTM – x: 360446 y: 4785474 z: 1820m
Location
Just past the obvious fenced mine area (Minas de Mazarassa) on obvious track on
the right, before the start of the switchbacks ascending to Pozo del Castillo, leads
Page | 28
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along the east hand side of the Pozo de Andara (Lake Depression). The track splits
with the left-hand route going to Segura 2 and the right-hand route continuing,
across a steep spoil heap, to Segura 1.

Picture: Segura 1 entrance (Phil Walker).
Description
The driven mine adit is 2m x 2m and continues straight for 20m in ankle deep water.
The adit ends at a large platform (with old winch in place) part way up the FT16
entrance pitch.
The left-hand side of the platform should be avoided as it is suspended by dubious
old wood covered with rocks, that gives the impression of a solid floor! There is a
small ascending passage on the right that leads to a window overlooking the main
FT16 entrance shaft.
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Picture: Winch platform in Segura 1 / FT16 (Phil Walker).
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Other Exploration
Cueva de la Marniosa
WGS84 30T x: 0361359 y: 4790462 z: 950m.
A full description of Cueva de la Marniosa is not provided here, but a comprehensive
description and survey can be found in previous reports.10

The ‘80m’ Aven
Just beyond Sump 1 is a previously unclimbed aven. An 11m climb above the stream
leads to a large area of breakdown. There are 2 obvious routes up the aven. The
first is rigged with an old piece of rope and should be ignored, as there is no
apparent way on at the top.
The second route can be climbed another 11m to a high-level continuation of the
stream passage below. The main aven continues up and has been climbed for 26m
on very poor rock. There are no obvious leads although the aven continues up for
another 30m.
Note: No air movement was detected and the possible only lead would be where the
water comes down the wall nearest Sump 1. It is however a large chamber, so air
movement isn't the easiest to detect.

Sump 2 and beyond
At the end of the 1986 extensions, beyond Sump 1, is the previously un-dived Sump
2. The large clear sump pool gradually dips down to a shallow 5m depth, where it
continues at an elbow in the passage. The sump continues for approx. 25m (2m high
by 4m wide) to surface in continuing stream passage
Approximately 40m of open, lightly cascading stream passage has been explored to
a calcite/mud climb on the right and the stream passage, in a rift, on the left.
The climb is not high but is slippery and unfinished, though it appears to choke at
the top.
Down on the left, the mainstream passage continues in a roomy rift with no sign of
an imminent sump. Exploration was not continued due to time limitations.

10

"An Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain". LUSS. (1979)
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T608 Torca de los Carneros
WGS84 30T x: 0363638 y: 4791543 z: 1401m
Location
From Tresviso follow the obvious track heading north from the village, when the
road bends sharply round to the right, head north up the valley until reaching the
end of another track with an animal shed. Turn west and head 500m up the flank of
Cueto Cerralosa.

Picture: Entrance to Torca de los Carneros (Dan Workman).
Description
The large entrance starts with a 4m pitch down led to a short-vegetated ramp,
quickly followed by another 6m pitch. At the bottom of the pitch another ramp of
loose boulders is traversed, opening out to a large chasm with a 41m pitch, with a
pristine bird’s nest at the head.
The pitch leads to an impressive wide rift chamber, full of animal bones, ending
down another short ramp.
In the corner of the chamber is a hole in the floor, where a short climb leads to small
chamber. A small constriction in the floor, The Graveyard, leads to a blind 10m pitch.
Back in the small chamber a climb on the left leads to an impressive, beautiful
passage, with stals, crystal pools, helictites, popcorn florets and calcite curtains. The
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passage continues to the right, with a delicate climb down between calcite florets
into further splendid cave, but no further way on.
Back at the head of the climb, to the left, a narrow pitch head drops 6m into a pool
of water with moon milk covered walls.
Behind the crystal pool is a narrow hole, that descends into a narrow rifty passage
closing down quickly.
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T613 Fallen Bear or Not
WGS84 30T x:362420 y:4786980 z:1630m
Location
Follow the track from the White House to Bejes for 30/40 mins (passing the junction
on the right-hand side). The cave is below the Bejes track, 230m northwest of the
Fallen Bear entrance.
Note: The old LUSS and KAMI GPS coordinates (pre-2017) for Fallen Bear, take you
incorrectly to this cave.
Description
A 60m deep pothole. A small climb at the bottom leads to a small sump.
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Torca de Branaredonda (3.2 Fallen Bear / SN-3 Torca del Oso Caido)
ED50 30T x: 0362572 y: 4786804 z: 1589m (Spanish Grid 1950)
Location
The cave is in the area known as Brañaredonda, on the northern slope of Samelar.
Follow the track from the White House to Bejes for 30/40 mins (passing the junction
on the right-hand side). After passing under the Samelar scree slopes begin looking
out for cairns on the right-hand side (above the track). The cave is ~150-300m from
the large cairn on the track, if the Varera Concha (a small herding field) is reached
you have walked too far on the track.

Picture: Fallen Bear Entrance (Chris Jones).
Description
The entrance is under a small cliff face, with small trees. There are rusted angle iron
hangers in situ. The entrance shaft is in an elongated hole, 10m x 12m, opening to a
79m pitch, landing on a snow and rock cone. The pitch can be rigged to rebelays at 10m (additional anchor advisable), -26m, -42m (deviation advisable) using a 100m
rope.
Heading east from the main chamber, down the gentler scree slope, leads to a
crumbly phreatic passage, containing the skeleton of the ‘fallen bear’. At the end of
the passage is a pitch of 13m. Heading back under the pitch head leads to a short
ascending ramp (free climbable) and a small breakdown chamber. On the way a
small down climb leads to a short continuation, but it does not go (not surveyed).
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Back in the small breakdown chamber, the way on is under an obvious large boulder,
which leads directly onto the 50m pitch series. This comprises of a steep ramp, split
by a breakdown chamber, to a stal ledge and a short vertical pitch. At the bottom of
this pitch is a short crumbly passage leading directly to El Caos, via an awkward
maneuver.
Part way down the vertical pitch is a parallel shaft, accessed by passing between
some stal. This parallel shaft is 12m to a floor, with walking passage to a large clean
aven. A further short pitch leads into a meander back under the original pitch, no way
on (not surveyed).
El Caos
The 50m pitch lands in El Caos, a large ramp descending at 45 degrees, full of lose
boulders and collapse, that descends for approx. 300m over several free climbs and
scree slope traverses. There are several potential high-level leads within this area.
At the end of the ramp there is a small squeeze between boulders and then a climb
down (-320m). Possible continuation.
About 60m back before the end of El Caos a right-hand passage descends between
boulders for another 80m before the roof rises and a ramp ascends to the top of a
27m pitch.
There is an alternative route via pitches of 8m, 8m, 15m, 10m and P15 to this point.
The stream is met at various points and disappears down narrow rifts.
The bottom of the pitch leads to more boulders and a further ramp down to a
chamber with a stream way. Following this leads to the head of a 32m pitch,
(possibly closer to 50m).
Opposite the pitch head is a large window with a mender/shaft heading away from
the rest of the cave.
At the bottom, the water can be followed down a long meander before disappearing
at the bottom (-456m).
Note: conversations and notes from Spanish cavers suggest that either the end is a
low crawl in water, that requires neoprene (and could maybe be passed) or a this has
been passed and leads to a 40m. No other descriptions beyond this point are known.
LUSS 70’s Series
From the entrance pitch, the steeper scree slope, heading west, descends the main
chamber, before narrowing and widening into another chamber. A small hole
(approx. 18m) can be avoided on the left and then a climb down reaches the bottom
of the chamber. At the lowest point, a pitch of 32m leads to a ramp and then
another pitch of 27m, to a low point of -196m.
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Picture: Fallen Bear Entrance Chamber (Chris Jones)
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Summary
The 2017 expedition has continued to build on the successes of previous trips
advancing exploration in line with objectives and discovering over 2km of new cave
and several new leads.

Cueva del Nacimiento
Over 770m of new passage was discovered and surveyed in Cueva del Nacimiento
with several new leads identified. Exploration in the far reaches was hugely eased by
the set-up of a permanent camp in Death Race 2000, during a May recce trip. Thanks
to the May trip, this camp remains relatively well stocked. Complex route finding
throughout the cave remains an issue.
Terror Firma
This aven was climbed for over 40m and is now the highest point in the cave at
+535m above the entrance. Several leads still remain and this area continues to be
the most promising for further discoveries leading into the mountain toward the
deeper vertical caves. Terror Firma is only 40m vertically and 200m horizontally
from some parts of the surface in the Sierra del a Corta region, so renewed effort on
the surface here may provide a middle entrance into the system.
Pterodactyl Crumble
60m of new passage was discovered but unfortunately loops back down with no
further leads.
Satan’s Chode
189m of passage was found in the area above the Teeth of Satan. Several promising
leads remain and its vicinity, close to the Wet Aven, mean further exploration would
be worthwhile.
Joes Crack
Over 100m of passage was found beneath the Death Race 2000 chamber and an
undescended pitch remains.
The following provides a list of the main leads in Cueva del Nacimiento:
Jurassic World – The sandy dig – long term digging project,
Jurassic World – Terror Firma – main aven,
Jurassic World – Terror Firma – the ‘muddy way’,
Jurassic World – a high window near the large stal boss passage,
Jurassic World – Dinosaur Aven – from the final rebelay is a possible continuation of
main aven,
Die Hard – 1 unclimbed aven (possibly a bypass to Dinosaur Aven, although may
connect)
Death Race - Pina Colada Sump – A sizable rift ongoing beyond sump and a very
remote dive site,
Death Race 2000 – main aven climb remains unfinished,
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Death Race 2000 – Joe’s Crack –undescended 20m pitch,
Death Race 2000 – Aven before P Chamber – rift continues,
Teeth of Satan – Satan’s Chode – Three passages remain unexplored,
Teeth of Satan – Wet Aven – small hole (with echo beyond) at top of avens,
Dan’s Big Room – maze of unexplored passages above,
Parting Friends sump – second sump remains unfinished,
Far Upstream sump – major long term deep diving project,
Road to Certain Death sump – major deep diving project.

Sistema Castillo
The expedition concentrated mainly on seeking a route past the blockage in Pozo
Castillo. This remains elusive but over 600m of previously unsurveyed cave was
added to the survey.
Pozo del Castillo
Pozo del Castillo remains a cave with huge potential but the main way remains
impassable since the 1980’s. FT16, FT17 and Segura 1 have been relocated, explored
and surveyed to piece together the wider picture of the system. This will continue to
be an ongoing objective of future expeditions.
The following provides a list of the main leads outstanding in and around Sistema
Castillo:
Pozo Castillo – undocumented mine workings above second pitch,
Pozo Castillo – flooded mine passage at bottom of second pitch,
Pozo Castillo – half flooded main passage, not explored,
Pozo Castillo – route beyond stacked deads in main passage,
Pozo Castillo – boulder choke at end of upper crawl (surface connection),
Pozo Castillo – continuation over the top of the 30m pitch,
Pozo Castillo – Thatcher’s Squeeze. Sound of a large volume of water from beyond
constriction,
Pozo Natacha – upper series not fully surveyed and documented,
Pozo Natacha – tight constriction at limit of exploration, above end of undescended
20m pitch.
T143 – on surface, just past Pozo del Castillo entrance, undescended 50m pitch,
T147 – undescended pitches close to Pozo del Castillo, old descriptions suggest this
may be original way into Pozo Natacha upper series.
Blenda, Blenda II – draughting mine, north of Segura 2,
T303 – undescended pitch, requires hammering, but may lead direct into T302 Torca
del Reloj.

Cueva de la Marniosa
The passing of Sump 2 was a major achievement of the expedition. The difficulty of
the cave beyond Sump 1 had always been a daunting challenge, but with the small
size of Sump 2 now revealed, the ease of getting more ‘dry’ cavers in to support
divers beyond Sump 2 becomes a possibility.
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Torca de Branaredonda (3.2 Fallen Bear)
Fallen Bear was revisited late in the expedition, following new information, about
the current limit of exploration, from the Spanish. Several new leads were identified.
With the cave holding potential for further discovery this will also form a new
objective for future expeditions. To this end, only the entrance series was de-rigged,
with ropes remaining in situ to the limit of the 2017 ‘exploration’.

Picture: Expedition members 2017
Standing L-R: Hannah Moulton, Derek Cousins, Josh Bratchley, Jason Lock, Elaine
Moulton, Dave Powlesland, Gareth Davies, Alex Hannam, Michael Young, Tom Lia,
Phil Walker, Anna, Fernando de la Fuente.
Seated L-R: Arwel Roberts, Chris Jones, Sam Deeley, Dan Workman, Bob Clay, Emma
Battensby.
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In total 16 people from 6 clubs were involved in the 2017 expedition:
Bradford Pothole Club (BPC)
Emma Battensby
Sam Deeley
Hannah Moulton
Phil Walker
Dan Workman
Michael Young
Bristol Exploration Club (BEC)
Josh Bratchley
Cardiff Hill Divers (CHD)
Alex Hannam
Chris Jones
Tom Lia
Dave Powlesland
South Bristol Speleological Society (SBSS)
Bob Clay
Arwel Roberts
South Wales Caving Club (SWCC)
Gareth Davies
Unattached
Derek Cousins
AD KAMI
Fernando de la Fuente Moreno

Thanks also due to Colin Boothroyd, Dave Checkley, Howard Jones, Mark Sefton,
Steve Foster, Ken Daykin, John Boardman, Carolyn Ginnever, Toby Dryden and the
people of Tresviso.
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The 2017 expedition was run via the Agrupacion Deportiva KAMI club of Madrid,
using their exploration permits, granted from the Asturian Caving Federation, the
National Park and the Cantabrian Government.
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INCOME
Balance C/F
Deposit
Ghar Parau
Member
Contribution
TOTALS
EXPENDITURE
Transport

TOTAL COST
£700.00
£800.00
£500.00

PER PERSON COMMENTS
£43.75
£50.00
£31.25

£7759.92

£485.00

£9759.92

£610.00

TOTAL COST

PER PERSON COMMENTS

Ferries

£3200.00

£200.00

Fuel
Breakdown cover

£600.00
£600.00

£37.50
£37.50

4 people per car x £800 per
car
4 people per car x £150 per
car
based on 5 cars

Accommodation
Youth Hostel

£1128.96

£70.56

6 EUROS per night

Catering
Day Fee

£1344.00

£84.00

£6 per day fee

£89.97

£5.62

£50.00
£64.75
£28.34
£40.00
£46.80
£607.10

£3.13
£4.05
£1.77
£2.50
£2.93
£37.94

Insurance
T-Shirt & mugs

£1600.00
£360.00

£100.00
£22.50

TOTALS

£9759.92

£610.00

Group Equipment
3 x sleeping bags
2 x Ortlieb water
carrier
5 x bivvy bag
1 x Dinghy
1 X Hold luggage
6mm x 60m Cord
Starless River Order

May Bank Holiday set-up

Misc
approx. £100 per person
(dependent on insurer)
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The original locations from the 1970’s and 1980’s expeditions are largely inaccurate
when plotted into modern GPS devices. The following are either new sites or older
entrances re-logged.
This information is being collated and published on the expedition website.
http://www.tresvisocaves.info/
Cave
Area
Zone Altitude Easting
FT16
Mazarrassa
30T
1830m
0360453
FT17
Mazarrassa
30T
1830m
0360458
Segura 1
Mazarrassa
30T
1820m
0360446
3.2 Fallen Bear
Samelar
30T
1589m
0362572
T613 Fallen Bear or Not Samelar
30T
1580m
0362420
T608 - Torca de los
La Mesa
30 T
1401m
0363638
Carneros
T609
La Mesa
30 T
1343m
0363853
T610
La Mesa
30 T
1383m
0363758
T611 - Cueva de
La Mesa
30 T
1520m
0363411
Pajaros
T612
La Mesa
30 T
1393m
0363635
Table: 2017 grid locations, WGS-84 datum.

Northing
4785449
4785429
4785474
4786804
4786980
4791543
4791667
4791656
4791683
4791549

Additionally, the large collection of old and new survey data is being updated,
modernised and stored with the UK national cave registry archive (http://caveregistry.org.uk/) under the Andara dataset.
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The following table details the passage explored and surveyed during the 2017
expedition:
Cave
Cueva del Nacimiento

Survex Name
satans_chode

Date
10/07/17

Cueva del Nacimiento

terrorfirma

11/07/17

Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento

pterodactyl_crumble
terrorfirma2
can_you_prussik_cowstail
s
joes_crack
aven_before_p_chamber
sump2_beyond
T613fallen_bear_or_not
T607_TorcaCarneros
T145_PozoCastillo_2017
segura1
FT16
castillo_upper_crawl
castillo_proper
castillo
stemple_way
castillo_flood
natacha_upper

Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva del Nacimiento
Cueva de la Marniosa
Unnamed cave
T607 Torca de los
Carneros
T145 Sistema Castillo
T145 Sistema Castillo
T145 Sistema Castillo
T145 Sistema Castillo
T145 Sistema Castillo
T145 Sistema Castillo
T145 Sistema Castillo
T145 Sistema Castillo
T145 Sistema Castillo
TOTALS

Length
189.23

10/07/17
14/07/17

Surveyors
CJ, HM
CJ, HM,
AH, DP
CJ, HM,
AH, DP
DP, DW

15/07/17
16/07/17
20/07/17
18/07/17
14/07/17

DP, DW
AH
SD, DW
JB
CJ, HM

214.18
106.99
69.65
69.00
67.09

15/07/17
10/07/17
14/07/17
14/07/17
14/07/17
13/07/17
13/07/17
13/07/17
20/07/17
20/07/17

MY, SD, FF
MY, TL
PW, BC
PW
PW, BC
PW, MY
PW, MY
PW, MY
PW, EB
PW, EB

186.28
398.57
55.21
83.52
62.64
90.81
155.26
54.90
27.28
168.65
2121.31

37.15
60.80
24.10

Table: 2017 surveying data.
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The 2017 expedition was sponsored by the following:
Bradford Pothole Club: donated equipment,

Ghar Parau Foundation: financial sponsorship,

Starless River: discounted equipment,

Ukcaving.com: donated rope,

Lifeventure: discounted equipment.
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Bob Clay (BC), Emma Battensby (EB), Phil Walker (PW), Arwel Roberts (AR), Dan
Workman (DW), Dave Powlesland (DP), Chris Jones (CJ), Hannah Moulton (HM), Sam
Deeley (SD), Michael Young (MY), Derek Cousins (DC), Fernando de la Fuente (FF),
Thomas Lia (TL), Alex Hannam (AH), Josh Bratchley (JB), Gareth Davies (GD)
Friday 7th July
Arrival for HM, CJ, DP and AH. Stopped over at Carolyn’s, welcomed with beer and
cheese toasties at 2am, which was very welcome. Dave kept Alex up all night. I
didn’t ask why.
Saturday 8th July
Cueva del Nacimiento
Carolyn has real tea and we had no leaves in our breakfast.

(HM, CJ, DP, AH)

After lunch in the bar (where Alex enjoyed his meat free option) and a frenzied
packing spree we were on our way to camp less than 24hours after landing in Spain.
Efficient! We pumped up the good ship titanic. And pumping it up again. Dave pulled
away from the port and landed in Agua, after a harrowing journey.
“There is a puddle in the way”
“Just get on with it Dave”
“no, you don’t understand. It’s in the way…”
It was true, there was a puddle in the way. Not wishing to get damp toes a traverse
was bolted across the ceiling and we were off.
Back to the bar for dinner it is then. Alex enjoyed his meat free option.
Sunday 9th July
Cueva del Nacimiento
(HM, CJ, DP, AH)
Alex enjoyed his meat breakfast option in the bar. Heading down the hill the good
ship titanic was pumped up, patched and pumped up again. A fairly uneventful trip
was had to the top to the Teeth of Satan where CJ and HM had a lunch and a play
with the fancy computery thing. After playing with the fancy computery thing we
headed up the “Hell’s Mouth” ramp to survey the passage at the top of a climb Jason
and Chris climbed in 2014. Perhaps 100-150m surveyed? Classic large Agua style
passage (Satan’s Chode) ended in a short pitch and a short climb up. The passage
was heading down and back in the direction of Green Domingo (best check the
overall survey).
Back in DR2000, we met Dave and Alex having a bash at Joe’s Crack.
A small scorpion thingy was seen in the drips from the Wet Aven!
Arrival for everyone else
Cycling!

(EB, BC, AR)
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After heading to the bar for a beer we decided it would be best to test out the bikes
following the extremely long ferry journey. With beer as fuel, we pedalled to the car
park and free wheeled (nearly) all the way home. Had it not been for some thunder
and some rather moist air it would have been a very pleasant experience. The
descent will be much preferred in dry conditions.
Monday 10th July
Cueva del Nacimiento
(HM, CJ, DP, AH)
A couple of climbs completed in Jurassic World. The first lead was a chossy climb up
one side of the passage, followed by a leap of faith to the other side of the passage.
Lead to a few tens of meters of descending Agua style ramps. The fun was short
lived. A small chamber at the top of the ramp was full of bat skelingtons. A second
climb lead to a small alcove.
Cueva de la Marniosa
(PW, GD, EB, DC)
We were setting up a dive through the first sump of Marniosa so we were tasked
with carrying in four diving cylinders for Gareth. As we were carrying so much, and
we had permission from the national park, Phil agreed to take has car to the
entrance ☺. Now that is the way to go caving, none of this walking for an hour
nonsense- we’re on a caving expedition, not a rambling holiday. The cave was a fiveminute climb from our parking spot. On the way Phil inspected a gaping hole in the
cliff- it was just an overhang . We went into the first chamber and put on our SRT
kit. The cave was pre-rigged so we quickly made our way through to the stream way
(maybe a quick moan about carrying cylinders through some of the tighter sections.
We travelled too fast to have a good look at the excellent formations. I’d only been
to the stream way before, but not downstream, I missed out on that, as the first few
hundred metres were a fun stream passage- yea! A couple more pitches and we
abseiled into a superb chamber where we took a break and Emma marked her
territory. The stream continued by forging its way through some gnarly stuff where
we all got separated and had to down climb (see Emma’s exclamation above). We
met at the next pitch where the rope had been eaten by the water (there was a knot
pass that protected a frayed section of rope). We got to a lake that Gareth swam
(but everyone else chickened out), basically, this is sump one. We left the cylinders
here and headed out. The down climbs, when reversed (i.e. up climbs) were a lot
more fun. Various photos were taken on the way out. We exited the cave at 8pm
and got driven out of the valley ☺ Yea for driving to the entrance, this is how to go
caving. Partway up the hill we played chicken with a cow (with horns), after a few
minutes we had to clap to make her move- how dare we drive on her lane!
Pozo Natacha
(BC, AR)
It was a hot day and a bit of a slog up to the white house from the car park. After
briefly stopping at the White House to say “Hi” to Kiki we walked up to the entrance
of Natacha.
The first pitched was quickly re-rigged and hastily descended under the hanging
doom of boulders and rotten wood above. Back in the relative safety of natural cave
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we wrestled the drill bag and rope bag through the various squeezes and meanders,
down the pitches and to the point where last year’s attempt had run out of rope.
Bob dropped down to see what was needed. The rope down the penultimate pitch
was pulled back up and a new longer rope attached; this was long enough to get to
the floor with plenty to spare.
Bob continued to the far side of the pot only to find another meandering rift above
the final known pitch. Despite removing his SRT kit (and several kilos of fat since last
year) the rift was too tight. It was Arwel’s turn to try. With some struggling and most
of his SRT kit off Arwel managed to squeeze through. This was a short 9m drop to
another pot with another meandering rift on the far side.
Arwel quickly discovered this was way too tight to pass. This was the limit of the
previous know explorations. The objective was to assess the potential for a small
amount of persuasion with caps. Arwel’s assessment was that capping would likely
open it up in a reasonable time; unfortunately, we had not taken any that day so
return trip would be needed.
We tied off the ropes and beat a swift retreat taking out only the drill. With the sun,
still out we partly dried our kit before trotting off down the hill to the white house
and back to the car park.
Pozo Castillo / Segura 2
(MY, TL)
After a decent slog up the mountain from the cross roads car park, MY and TL began
the survey of Pozo Castillo; a cave combined with mine passages, forming a
confusing warren of loose boulder piles and rotten wood holding up many parts of
the ceiling. The survey began via the Segura II adit entrance. The first 30m or so at
the unfortunate level of wetness known as “bollock deep”. The water gets shallower,
and the passage eventually opens out into a major junction. Left leads to Pozo
Natacha, right to the Castillo “cave” entrance, and almost doubling back to the right
leads down into further mines and Castillo proper. Several side passages and leads
were noted for future exploration, with the team finding a collapse passage and
shaft filled by a snow plug. There’s confusion as to whether the collapse has blocked
the way down to the bottom of Castillo, or whether previous French explorers simply
braved going down the side of an unstable snow plug.
We also came across an open shaft, believing it to be the pot known as FT16. MY
then explored upwards, climbing a boulder pile and scrambling up into a ceiling level.
Tom’s voice sounded a little high pitched as he shouted to Mike to “be careful on
that floor”. Not certain of what the fuss was about, Mike came back down to see
that the “floor” was indeed a pile of boulders propped up by rotting wooden slats
over a 6m drop. Continuing on, the team found what was believed to be FT17, a
large open shaft with a massive “snow plug” (more like a small glacier). The team
then headed out, with a couple of leads in mind to drop, and to see how the new
data compared with the old survey, and if the leads were likely to bypass the
collapse/snow blockages.
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Death Race 2000
(SD, DW)
(SD) A solid 9/10 for an aborted trip to camp ‘Boats ‘n’ Hose’. After swapping out the
boat at the entrance we were off! I went across first and waited for DW to put my
bag in the boat so that it could be hauled across. DW kindly decided to throw the bag
in the boat and both of us watched as it bounced straight back out of the boat and
into the water. DW swiftly jumped into the boat to retrieve the now soaking bag. The
pots between the entrance and the first climb down were still full of water and
required traversing.
We continued to Concert Hall where we picked up the sleeping bag from camp, after
grabbing a quick bite to eat. Fast track an hour or so and we were at Green Domino
ready to start our journey up the ramps. The new deviations were much appreciated
and helped significantly with the ascent (and descent).
We made reasonable progress up to the Wet Aven, which seemed particularly
drippy. With spirits quite high at the thought of camp looming with continued up…….
(DW) Neither of us had been beyond this point so it was time to follow the detailed
instructions of “follow your nose”. Fast forward 2.5 hours and we had not found our
way to Death Race. After trying many side passages we retreated with exceptionally
low morale and elected to bivvy for the night in a roomy chamber just before the
Teeth of Satan. Fortunately, we had rat packs which needed taking to camp and a
brew kit to warm ‘em up so we wouldn’t sleep hungry. A small two-man shelter
would have to suffice with the sleeping bag from Consort Hall being used as
makeshift roll mat. A cold and rather friendly nights ‘sleep’ was enough to put us off
looking for Death Race and we decided to make a hasty retreat whilst leaving all the
rope and capping kit ready for whoever took over. 6 hours back to daylight and we
were glad to be out. Catching up with Emma and Phil on the walk up the hill we
described our sorry story. The beer in the bar tasted not of victory but was much
appreciated nonetheless. Not sure I want to hurry back…
Left at camp ‘Boats ‘n’ Hose’:
1 x 50m static
1 x 30m static
20 x hangers, maillons and bolts
2 x drill battery (Hitachi)
20 x black Hilti caps
5 x red Hilti cap
1 x carpet with big hole in the middle
1 x ear & eye protection
2 x capping bars
1 x prodding bar (aluminium)
1 x mole grips
1 x notepad & pencils (x 2)
Tuesday 11th July
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Cueva del Nacimiento
(HM, CJ, DP, AH)
We left. Dave had a shit time on his own. Chris, H and Alex had a lovely time. More
old rope brought out.
No one laughed at Sam/Dan’s note at the wet aven.
Kit at DR (11/07/2017)
Maillons x 23
Thru Bolts x60
Tape Measure
Instruments
Hammer (H)
2 etriers (HM, CJ)
10 x pear krabs (HM, CJ)
1 gri gri (HM, CJ)
Sky hook (HM, CJ)
Aiding krab (HM, CJ)
100m x static
Drill & battery, 3 bits and dry bag (CJ)
Cord 8m x 6mm
Kit at Jurassic World (Terror Firma)
Hangars x 22 (10 are CJ’s)
Bolts x 14
Maillons x 15
30m x dynamic rope
10m Static
25m static
NO tackle bags
Aid Climbing (all Dave’s)
2 x etriers
1 x daisy
1x aiding crab
1x fifi hook
10x aiding crabs
1 x sky hook
1 x hammer
4 x slings
1x drill & 1 x full battery
1 x distox, notepad, tipex
Pozo Castillo / Segura 2
(MY, TL)
The team entered Castillo with three clear objectives in mind. To get past the glacier
snow plug in what is believed to be FT17, to rig a short pitch leading to a walkable
passage in the upper levels and to rig a hand line in a window leading to walkable
passage nearby. We attempted the glacier route first, with Tom doing all the
productive work with the drill and rope, while Mike attempted to keep warm with
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noodle soup – failing miserably (the temperature of the chamber was measured at 3
degrees Celsius). The snow was tricky to navigate, with naff rock on the wall to the
side to bolt into.
After a good while of being cold, and batteries dying due to the temperature, the
team then decided to push the other two (warmer) leads with what battery life
remained. MY rigged a small line down from the window and dropped into a familiar,
walkable passage – it was the main passage through the cave, with a survey cairn
from the previous day at the top of the slope. Marvellous. After heading back up,
Mike then rigged a pitch at another window, leading down onto a steep ramp with a
broken wooden ladder at the bottom. 4m down onto the ramp then led down to
another 6m pitch into a small pot with a crawl heading off from it. MY pursued,
shouting to Tom that he’d be back shortly. He was. The low passage continued back
to the main route passage, with MY popping out of a hole in the floor to the side of
exactly where he was a few minutes prior. Another dead lead. After a quick de-rig,
the team packed up and headed out.
Death Race 2000
No write up available

(SD, DW)

Nacimiento Odd Jobs
(PW, GD, BC, EB)
A rather late start, due to far too much faffing, and nothing to do with too much
rum. Derek was nursing ill health from previous day and Arwel was nursing wrestling
injuries(!) from the ferry. There were a couple of odd jobs required in and around
Agua, so a team of 4 set off down the gorge.
1. Climb up to Top Entrance to see potential of using as second entrance due to
increased water levels. Unlikely due to sumped nature but worth a look
2. Siphon off static high-level water in the entrance series
3. Survey up from entrance to open space on mountain side to get an accurate
GPS fix.
The weather has changed considerably from the misty overcast days to full on
scorchio. Horseflies were about and a sweaty walk down was the order of the day. I
carried down a couple of lengths of rope and metalwork for some leads further in
the cave (for another day) and cameras and Go Pros (not used). At the cave, it was
decided that the climb up to top entrance was too difficult and far easier if done
from inside. PW and GD jumped in the new dinghy and crossed the canal to view the
state of the “flood conditions” of Agua. There is a lot of water in the upper sections,
not something I’ve seen before. The crappy hoses were joined together with some
gaffer tape from GD’s walking sticks and using the dinghy pump has a makeshift bilge
pump, we were able to start siphoning some water. Not sure how long it will take,
but not overnight!
Finally, we started the survey from the entrance. Due to GPS coverage in the gorge,
the accurate altitude of Agua has never been really known, so hopefully the survey
will help. However, we attempted to use the laser measure, which does not work
very well in sunlight
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Mark 178 – accuracy 3m,
30T 0363856 4789742 551m
Mark 179 – accuracy 5m
30T 0363915 4789765 587m
Wednesday 12th July
Pozo Natacha
(BC, AR)
Armed with some caps Bob and Arwel tramped back up the mountain to the White
House and on to the Segura2 entrance.
Bob hatched a cunning plan to avoid getting all his kit wet paddling through the
flooded entrance of Segura2. Wearing only an over suit, wellies and a grimace he
quickly learned why he normally wore wet socks in caves. In the dry section of the
mine a dry furry was quickly put on along with dry wet socks and the feeling soon
returned to Bob’s feet – cunning plan not so cunning.
Dragging the drill and capping kit through the cave was the usual chore, made
slightly worse for Arwel by an injury sustained on the ferry crossing. While
demonstrating how to defend yourself against an attack from the rear, in this case by
someone holding a toothbrush to your neck, Arwel and Gareth ended up crashing to
the floor with some force. This seemed the most likely moment Arwel’s ribs had
become damaged (the toothbrush was unharmed).
The pitches are much more open and we soon got to the bottom. Arwel tried to
enlarge the squeeze he had passed two days previously in the hope that Bob could
get through but despite knocking a good few chunks of rock off, the gap remained
too tight for Bob.
Arwel then set about the task of enlarging the 400mm or so section of the meander
he wanted to pass. For nearly 2 hours Bob was treated to the sounds of smashing
rock, holes being drilled and caps being detonated. This gave him plenty of time to
assess various combinations of over suit and gimp jacket in an attempt to keep warm
(none of which we particularly effective at combatting the 2-5-degree temperature).
However, after 1 hr 45 mins Arwel announced the gap was large enough to be
passed and he squeezed himself into new ground.
The new pitch was 6m dropping to another meandering rift which was again too
tight. The laser range finder measured this next pitch at over 20m but there would
need to be nearly 2m of enlargement required to make this viable.
Given it had taken nearly 2 hours to pass less than half a meter, not only would it
have taken nearly 8 hours to enlarge this passage but someone would need to be
working practically inverted for a significant amount of that time. The angles would
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have also made drilling the holes difficult. The practicality of capping this section did
not look good.
It would need some sustained determination or a stronger form of chemical
persuasion to allow further progress. There does remain the possibility of a higher
route over the meanders as this was not properly explored due to time; however,
this approach in Bouderosa simply got to the same end point.
The cave was left rigged to allow a survey. The drill was taken out but a tackle sack
remains down the bottom.
Everyone else day off and / or ill

Thursday 13th July
Pozo Castillo / Segura 2
(CJ, HM, PW, MY)
CJ, HM required a dry way into Segura. Sir Philip responded by rigging a few pitches
down Pozo Castillo. MY led us to the start of the ropes from the previous trip. There
was a snow plug. We went down it. A few blind pots and cold feet later and a sump
was located. Time to find the sun!
PW and MY started some surveying, as an attempt to connect the dots with Castillo
and try and find some missing bypass to the collapse. Using a Distox and a new
Nexus 7 with Topodroid (excellent bit of kit!) we started surveying a number of
areas; Castillo pitches down to main junction, Castillo crawl and a few further upper
series passages. While approaching the Castillo crawls, MY pointed out that he had
taken team over the top of the crawl, and that the crawl lead to FT16 probably. I felt
a bit of disappointment, in that I had hoped that the area of the snow plug that the
others were working may have been beyond the collapse, but it was looking more
likely that they were in Segura 1 or an undiscovered mine area near the surface. We
went into the collapse and I had a quick look, compared to last year the snow
appears to have melted further (not much snow in the Picos this winter) and
exposed more wooden props. Maybe it just needs some balls of steel and slide
down the snow plug at one side, into lower ‘ante-chamber’. 80’s description
suggests this is the way forward, possible the collapse is no worse than it ever was,
just we are not as hard as the French (or as stupid!).
After a quick stop at the snow plug entrance, where we couldn’t hear HM and CJ, we
exited and located Segura 1. A short adit, straight onto a wooden winch platform,
with nice soft rock and muddy underneath (scary). This was the same winch
platform as can be seen from below, in the snow plug cave. Again disappointing, but
serving to clarify points of entry and conditions. Exit again and met up with others.
GPS
FT16 360453 4785449 1774m
FT17 360458 4785429 1786m
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Segura 1 360446 4785474 1756m

Cueva de la Marniosa
(EB, AR, BC, GD)
AR took his van to the entrance, braving the steep concrete slopes. All four went to
the downstream sump to help GD dive the sump. The dive went smoothly and there
was some good file of the dive. After several ferrying trips GD continued on
downstream the high aven. After a short climb up the aven some more film and
photos were taken. A cross passage was visible high up. EB, AR and BC furnished the
cave with a drying line while GD was diving. Everyone exited and looked forward to
being driven up the side of the valley.
AR started to drive up the hill until BANG. The van had a blowout. Normally, a tyre
blowing isn’t a great challenge, unfortunately, the wheel brace had been left in the
UK. EB and GD walked back to Tresviso to obtain help from the locals at the bar. At
the same time Fernando arrived. The only wheel braces to be found in Tresviso were
not the correct size- every car in Tresviso was measured and found wanting!
Eventually, a solution was found where a metal shim was used to make the spanner
the correct size and about 11pm AR & GD got back with the van.
Cueva del Nacimiento - Traverse
(AH, SD)
After a lot of discussion about visiting the back end of Agua or not, the indecisive
four split into two groups. Sam and Alex decided to visit the traverse over Tea
Chamber. This is a lead recorded a few years ago and briefly looked at last year. This
year Alex took a drill and bolted across the slope. At the end of the slope there was
a narrow rift that was entered when the rope ran out. There is a narrow (but
passable) drop into a chamber waiting for a next visit. All it needs is some more
rope.
Cueva Del Nacimiento – Death Race
(DP, DW)
(DW) After my terrible night’s sleep with SD my legs were extremely tight and very
painful and there was much doubt as to whether I would make it to camp at all. Sam
was in much the same position with bad chest pains. It was finally decided (late in
the day) that SD and AH would do a day trip in Agua whilst DP and I would go to
camp. Although the walk to the cave was very painful it turns out that caving actually
helped with the muscle pain. After only an hour into the cave I was feeling much
better and we made steady but good progress (7 hrs to camp).
Had a good night’s rest at DR and set off for Terror Firma a little later than we
probably should. I found the trip to the end very arduous and the rigging quite
terrifying in places. DP spent a considerable amount of time re-rigging much of the
worst sections which meant it took over 5 hours to get to the end. After a careful
consideration, we realised we were not going to be able to come back tomorrow
without potentially missing our callout so we elected to just do one long day at the
end. After an 18-hour day we had managed to climb an additional 20m up Terror
Firma but the lead died with a tight squeeze which would have required capping. It
was very unlikely that anyone would want to do this so DP elected to de-rig the aven.
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There is still however a wet route that requires climbing so the ropes are left in to
that point. Morale was low but I was very happy to finally see camp at 6:30am.
Day 2 we decided to check out a potential lead on the way to DR which had
previously only been surveyed to Grade 1 and would provide us with a shorter day to
make it out of the cave in time (and to fix out now 12 hours out body clocks). We left
for caving at 8pm and surveyed over 200m of passage past the rift and into nice
stomping passage with two potential aven climbs for the future.
We bumped into PW and AH on the way in and shared camp with them that night.
The next day we exited the cave in a respectable 5 hours and were very happy to see
humans and beer.
Friday 14th July
Fallen Bear
(CJ, HM, EB)
Excited by the prospect of some sunshine above the cloud at the top of the hill, the
air-conditioned drive to the White House was enjoyed. Armed with two different
sets of GPS coordinates (following a very quick lesson) EB, CJ and HM set off on a
bear hunt. Initially following the LUSS coordinates we located an entrance below the
Bejes track. Having decided that the entrance did not match the (minimal)
description of Fallen Bear we figured out how to input the AD KAMI coordinates and
continued to search. These took us above the road but to no avail. It was clearly
lunchtime. Tasty sandwiches and tea (from some lovely thermos flasks) were
enjoyed before deciding to drop the entrance on the LUSS coordinates just to be
sure. Whilst CJ and HM kitted up, EB wandered down the track to try and make more
sense of the description from Bejes. After watching HM and CJ disappear down the
shaft EB walked back up past the White House to join the team at Castillo/Segura II,
narrowly avoiding being mauled by a large, scary canine!
HM rigged, following spits. CJ followed surveying. ~70m deep. A small climb at the
bottom (not previously passed) lead to a small sump (5-10m of passage). De-rigged.
Pozo Castillo / Segura 1
(PW, BC)
Lots of illness and injuries running through the expedition personnel, myself and Bob
headed up to the White House, so that I could survey the ‘new’ snow plug (FT16) and
derig. Bob had no SRT kit and EB was taking some kit to Fallen Bear with the others
before meeting us with her SRT kit (never happened). Bob and Phil surveyed, Segura
1, Upper Crawl Series and a few little passages. There was still no sign of Emma so I
donned my SRT kit and started surveying FT16. One massive snow plug with various
stages of melt, proving tricky and unnerving. Obviously, the survey equipment
malfunctioned, requiring a long sit on a patch of snow. The bottom of the plug
suddenly ends in some driven mine passage, containing old mining ladders, before a
final pitch down to a sump / flooded level (probably same level as flooded pot in
Segura 2.
Started de-rig to eventually greet a worried Bob, who thought I was either buried
under snow, or taking too long and he would miss the pub.
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Left to survey; Upper Natacha, Natacha proper, dead moth passage
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race
No write up available

(TL, AH)

T47B search
(GD, AR)
Arwel and Gareth parked at cross roads carpark and headed off cross country at a
pace close to 1 mph due to the interesting terrain, lots of gorse and bramble over a
limestone pavement. The walk in took over an hour. We reached to the area for
T47b but were unable to find a draughting pot as reported by LUSS. The altitude was
20m lower for the given coordinates. We split up using VHF radios to keep contact.
A number of pots were climbed down into but all appeared blind and fossil as if they
were formed prior to the mountain being eroded. Two noticeable caves were noted,
the first was a narrow rift that led into a round chamber approx. 12m diameter &
2.5m high that would have been a perfect bivvy spot, bat cave 43Deg 14.948N, 4Deg
42.137W alt 1260, In the far left there was lots of bat droppings and a small hole
descending but with no draft.
The second pot was one Arwel found. Gareth free climbed the first few metres
before Arwel rigged a rope an abb’d in a squeeze was passed and he descended a
total of 18m to a tight bedding slot where the water would flow, no continuation
was found. 43Deg 14.949N, 4Deg 42.038W Alt 1215.
An easier return was made by keeping to the ridge and walking up the road back to
the carpark.
Valle Cocon Prospecting
(FF, MY, SD)
A total of six caves found with four of them believed to have never have been
descended. The two previously we believe that have previously been descended
included Rotten Sheep Cave and the unnamed ‘Sheep Skull Cave’.
The first cave found during the prospecting trip was a small chamber (4m x 4m x 3m)
entered from a narrow body sized slot from a small break in the valley limb.
Although the cave died instantaneously, it provided confidence for the team that
there was potential for caves of a ‘human’ size in the mountain.
The second cave found included another small ‘human’ sized slot in the valley side
which Fernando entered in haste. The narrow opening had the appearance of an
animal burrow, with both SD and MY envisaging a small bear snarling at a yellow
suited Fernando disrupting their afternoon meal. Unfortunately, the cave ended
after approximately 10m at a narrow constriction.
We progressed further up the mountain, through the thick hill fog, and stumbled
across a pot demonstrating great potential. Approximately 50m from the summit
and hidden in a secluded bowl. As MY approached the cave he was confronted by a
gentle mountain dog, tasked with protecting the sheep herds of the mountain. The
monstrous white beast approached MY through the dense clouds, snarling with its
demonic eyes as MY stood fast in defiance. Fernando kindly intervened, whispering
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through the white mist, reminding the wild and crazed beast that MY was a mere
guest in the fortitude of his domain. Kindly, the giant walked off, with MY thanking
Fernando the “beast whisperer”, and SD remaining on elevated ground in relative
safety.
After a quick check through Fernando’s ‘cheat sheet’ we concluded that the pot in
question mirrored the description of ‘Rotten Sheep Cave’, where several carcasses of
fallen livestock were dumped on the mountain top.
We continued up, through the cloud. Scattered across the mountain SD, whilst taking
a p*ss, noticed a flight of birds rising through the karstic landscape. He scrambled up
to the hollow to discover a pot, typical of a shaft of titans’ proportion. He called
across the mountain, waiting for MY and FF to venture back across the terrain.
MY descended the pot, traversing across the top edge and rigging a y-hang to
descend the bottom of the pot. After a 15m free-hang MY discovered that the pot,
only 25m from the summit of the mountain, terminated with a floor of boulders and
mud, with the odd sheep skull for seasoning.
We descended the mountain as the cloud set in, taking the direct route down in an
effort to cut short the long wandering route we had taken whilst ascending. As MY
led the way down we stumbled across an entrance which has clearly been used
historically by local hill farmers. Fernando logged the location happy in the
knowledge that it matched the description of a previously logged cave.
Again, MY led the way down the mountain and through the poor visibility located an
open shaft! Measuring approximately 8m x 4m the void clearly showed the
characteristics of a cavern of potential. Under the guidance of MY, SD launched a
rock down the pit, crashing through the darkness with all three-party members
confident that the debris plummeted at least 30m. Unfortunately, we only
discovered the shaft at 18:15 and as the thick cloud was setting in. Definitely waiting
for us to return and descend the shaft!
Saturday 15th July
JB arrives.
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race
(PW, AH)
In a moment of weakness and due to a total lack of able body young cavers, I
stupidly volunteered to go into Nacimiento and the Death Race camps. Alex, as a
young and keen caver was in need of some companionship and as I was more than
capable of not speaking on caving trips for over 15 hours I was deemed the suitable
choice to provide encouragement. I spent most of the preceding night packing
before getting up at 8AM and start repacking. It was around 11:30 when finally, I felt
ready to go. The camps are stocked with food and camping equipment, so only basic
warm clothes, camera and go-pro was needed. Down the hill and into the cave for
13:15. This was my first real trip into Agua for the expedition, not bad for one week
into the trip. The entrance passage still had some water in the deep pots, but slowly
dropping. As usual, the entrance series is by far the worst part of the trip, short and
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jagged crawls that just catch on anything trailing from clothes and bags. Although
opting for lightweight clothing, I was overheating within about 5 minutes. Before
long the passages start to rise and the caving gets ‘easier’. After the 22m pitch at the
top of Boulder Hall, the cave climbs steeply up a number of muddy and decayed
calcite climbs.
The rising roaring noise in the distance marks the arrival at the Hole in the Wall, a
small hole in the side of the cave passage that channels all the air coming down
through the cave. Looking into the hole, is like sticking your head out of a car
window.... with a face full of grit for good measure.
A small pitch soon follows and then once more the cave climbs up, until levelling out
briefly at the sump. A couple more pitches and we reach Consort Hall, it's taken
about 3 hours. The next few parts of the cave are probably the best, large, well
decorated passages that slowly head up through some more climbs into Dan's Big
Room. From here we gradually descend down once more towards the start of the
climbs for the Teeth of Satan. The climbs up still remain a long and laborious affair,
never quite remembering how many are left. It’s another couple of hours before we
get to the top and into the horizontal start of the passages leading to the Death Race
passage. We bump into Dave and Dan at around 7pm, who have just woken up (!)
after a long epic trip the night before to the back end in Jurassic World. A quick chat
and we continue on, getting into the Death Race camp around 7 and a half hours
after we set off. Some food and drink before bed.
Fallen Bear
(HM, CJ, BC, EB, TL)
After not quite finding the cave the previous day, we all set off to walk a near direct
line from the car park to the cave. The path followed the route to the Cheese Cave
explored in previous years before it ran out and we tramped straight up the side of
the hill enjoying the delightful gorse.
When the gradient flattened out a path was located which lead up to the track the
cave was off. After a bit of lunch, we fanned out in search of the entrance.
Despite having a new set of GPS co-ordinates on a new datum they simply pointed
back to the wrong cave found previously.
A promising entrance was found and after sending a picture to Fernando it was
confirmed at the right entrance. HM kitted up and started to rig in the burning sun
followed down by CJ & BC who were surveying.
Fallen Bear located at 30T 0362572 4786804 1589m UTM
(recorded as FB1 in Geko 201 GPS – possibly in Spanish Grid 1950??) changed from
yesterday – Apparently.
Previous coordinates followed to exact location as yesterday despite grid change. Kit
retrieved from Friday cave and mark followed back to GPS point successfully.
Underground
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The entrance shaft was cool. HM rigged with an entourage of birds flying around. CJ
and BC followed doing an awful survey (an 18m leg is missing between stations 3 &
4…). HM was located happily rigging on the way we’d decided to go while Chris and
Bob looked at some dead dogs. When it became clear it leads to the LUSS deep point
it was de-rigged and the main chamber explored to find the way on, which continues
under a breakdown chamber into smaller ancient phreatic passage, where the bear
lives.
Canal De Tresuba – search
(FF, SD, MY)
MY, SD and FF began by packing up similar kit to the previous day. SD had a much
bigger bag on the kind suggestion of FF. The team parked up by the road at the
bottom of Canal de Tresuba and it was quickly decided that, considering it was such
a lovely day, it’d be more efficient to leave all the exploration kit in the car. This way,
the team could cover the vast area quickly, note the location of the dozens of caves
to be found, to then explore at a later time.
The team ascended the “gentle” slope at what Fernando described as “racing pace”.
This pace was to slow right down as the ground became much, much steeper. The
intrepid crew split up and investigated the base of the cliffs for gaping entrances. MY
and FF came across an intriguing feature in the cliff to the east, with birds chirping
away and flying in and out. This had been how SD had identified a pot the previous
day and so they attempted to gain access. Sadly, at this point, the steep walk
became a risky climb, with slippy vegetation covering most of the rock. A slip of a
few meters here could mean a long tumble 350m to the road. It needed protecting
to access; note taken to not leave ALL of the rope and bolts in the boot of the car.
Continuing up the hill, more areas along the rocky bottom of the cliff were
investigated. At this point, MY saw a suspicious chasm in the cliff and ascended. It
was quickly, albeit a little too lately realised that the climb was in fact scarier than
the previous one, a decision MY regretted and at this point, became rather fearful.
Following a recovery lunch of tuna sandwiches, the team descended the “Canal”,
following the cliffs to the east. Eventually, a small undercut in the rock was found,
leading into what appeared to be a cave entrance. Unfortunately, it had a door on it:
potentially a cavern measureless to man. Equally viable is that it is a farmer’s store or
a cheese cave. At this point SD pointed out there was a dying dog under a rock
around the corner. Upon further investigation, it turned out to be a very, very recent
mother to at least one pup. Pup seemed well, mum was clearly exhausted so the
team left her with some fish and water.
That was unfortunately about as productive as the day turned out. After returning to
the car and driving further up the valley, a keen Fernando was coerced into taking
the team back to Tresviso as MY had to get his washing in. Apart from the potentially
interesting crevice with the birds, the area appears devoid of cave entrances. The
limestone above was a massive and compact unit, with the springs in the area only
offering a trickle of moisture. It’s likely the rock in that particular part of the valley
isn’t overly suitable to cave formation. Still, an area ticked off, leaving the team free
to continue exploration elsewhere tomorrow.
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Cueva de la Marniosa – diving and aven
(GD, AR)
An uneventful descent was made to the sump for what was Arwel’s first cave dive.
GD mistook his hangover for nerves but all was fine. AR dived using a single 3l and
GD’s equipment. GD bodged a rig & followed with drill in a dry bag, Darren drum for
surveying equipment etc & srt kits. After a brew on the stove we picked up the ropes
and aid climbing gear and headed to the 80m Aven. Arwel had brought a very
focused 1000Lumen light so this gave a clearer view of the chamber and some of the
interest GD had seen previously was discounted as unlikely to yield on going passage.
We climbed up on to a large breakdown area approx. 11m above the stream and
decided on two areas to attack. Arwel decided on the easier first as this would give
us a good sight line across the chamber. A bold free climb was made using slings and
GD followed up with AR belaying him. Very little of prospect was noted. A length of
static was cut and left as abseil tat and we backed off. The second climb by Arwel led
to what he thought was on going passage 11m above the start, after GD joined him it
was found to be a high-level continuation of the downstream passage. AR belayed
GD around a traverse into another possible lead and a small 45deg ascending tube
was followed for a few metres but was getting smaller and was choked with mud. AR
then spent the next 3hrs bolting up a vert shitty loose rock face and one more than
one occasion GD found himself avoiding falling mud and rock. A very cold GD was
relieved when AR decided enough was enough having climbed a further 26m. The
static was left in place as neither could make a decision but AR felt other than
climbing the final30ish M to the roof there are no obvious leads. Both returned to
the sump for an uneventful return to the surface with AR’s gear and the drill. The aid
climbing gear and stove was left beyond the sump for a return. The tw*tty bag was
easier on the return through the sump as some lead was found to stop it being so
buoyant.
Sunday 16th July
Cueva Del Nacimiento – Death Race – Joes Crack
(PW, AH)
Dan and Dave arrived back into camp around 2AM and then we all got up at around
10AM. A good faff from Dan and Dave before they left for the surface. The next 8
hours were spent with me in my ‘pyjamas’ and Alex thrutching around in Joe’s Crack.
Joe’s Crack is a small tight rift, to pitch, situated just behind the main Death Race
camp. Rather tight and rifty, there was not much I could do to help other than
occasional offers of cups of tea and putting lunch on. A good few hours spent, with
the pitch leading to a passage, heading under the main Death Race chamber to
another pitch (undescended). Alex finished work around 7ish, dinner and bed once
more.
@Jurassic World – TerrorFirma
13 x hangers
9 x maillons
1 x rope protector
60m static rope
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10 x short bolts
4 x long bolts
@ DR
37 x MOD ration packs
3 x ALDI ration packs
3 x tins of tuna
10 x instance porridge (cup)
15 x cup a soup
2 x 5r00g cous cous
8 x instant custard
8x instant noodles
3 x buns / sandwich
Milk powder
6x lemsip
2l petrol
2 toilet rolls
Everything else unchanged
22 x maillons
12 x hangars
89 x bolts
1 x tape measure
2 x rope protectors
50m static (9mm)
50m static (9mm) – currently on Joe’s crack
30m static (9mm)
@ Green Domino
13 bolts
5 x buns
5 x peanut butter
1 x survival bag
1 x camping mat
1 x water carrier
Fallen Bear
(HM, CJ, BC)
The 1996 KAMI route was located by passing the bear and dropping the 13m shaft. A
small muddy ramp lead to the ‘50m pitch’. On the way a small down climb lead to a
short continuation, but it did not go. The 50m pitch was a long ramp, split by a
breakdown chamber and a stal ledge, was very Aguaesque.
Part way down a parallel shaft was spotted through some stal, Bob bolted his way
down this while Chris and Hannah began to explore El Chaos. One lead (window) in
the ceiling was spotted early on which would require a short bolt climb, not that
promising to be fair. The Chaos is fairly chaotic. We returned to the base of the 50m
pitch to cook Bob some lunch and returned to the surface, his shaft went down
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~12m, where he could get off the rope and walk to a large clean aven, a further short
pitch lead into a meander back under the original pitch, no way on. The remaining kit
was stashed at the base of the entrance shaft (which probably needs de-rigging).
There is a lot of air movement in this lower part of the cave and it is cold!
•
•

•

A good sling is required to replace Chris’ belt rebelay at the top of the 13m
pitch.
A deviation just above the 1st ledge on the main pitch would be nice to
reduce a short section of rope rub (which can be avoided with long legs or a
walk along the boulder ledge).
Kit left:
1x Petzl portage + Dick
50m and 20m static
Hitachi Drill (TL)
1 full drill battery
2 drill bits (TL and PW)
1 Hammer (CJ)
1 Skyhook (CJ)
Electrical tape
4/5m 6mm cord
16 hangers (NO BOLTS)
4 hangers (with spits)
21 maillons
Survey and description of cave
No deviation krabs.

Above La Mesa – Torca de los Carneros
(FF, SD, MY)
The “Dream Team” as we had become known ascended 500m up the flank of Cueto
Cerralosa from Tresviso to the gaping chasm found at the end of the day, 2 evenings
prior in the mist. The local name for the cave is Torca de los Carneros, after a plant
found 4m down on a ramp. The local barman’s grandfather apparently used to
scramble down onto the ramp in the autumn to collect the plant for cattle feed –
nutter!
SD managed to find a couple of bits of rock that neither moved or were flaking away
and rigged his way down, fine classical music played to mark the occasion. 4m down
led to a short-vegetated ramp, onto another 6m pitch. Another ramp of loose
boulders was then traversed, opening out to a large chasm with a 41m pitch with a
pristine bird’s nest at the head. The pitch leads to an impressive wide rift chamber,
full of animal bones that ended down another short ramp. Fortunately, Fernando,
with his keen hawk-eyes saw a boulder nestled in the corner of the chamber. Upon
removing the boulder, he found a hole in the floor leading down an old, immature
fossil passage. MY investigated, initially spotting a choked lead continuing down that
was also blocked by fractured calcite. This would need some work and a lump
hammer to pursue. Avoiding a dead bird, the team then climbed up to the left to
discover an impressive, beautiful passage. This had everything; stals, crystal pools,
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helictites, popcorn florets and calcite curtains. The passage continued, with a
delicate climb down between the calcite florets into further splendid cave. The far
end of this passage was deemed to have no further potential, though upon heading
out, a lead was spotted heading down from the main passage. Another lead was
discovered behind the crystal pool. All required more rope and drill power so the
team made their way back to Tresviso for a well-earned cerveza. All in all, a
successful day’s exploration, with further potential to be investigated tomorrow!
Cueva de la Marniosa – solo cylinder transport and recce
(JB)
It was decided that an assault on the final Sump 2 would need full cylinders, since
the ones currently in the cave had been used to the point where it’d likely not be
worth taking them the distance. Since GD decided to have a rest day after the
previous days trip had caused much aching, and JB had arrived in Spain the previous
day, JB chose to head in solo and transport some full cylinders into the cave and
leave them beyond the sump, with a stretch aim of investigating the ongoing
downstream passage beyond the 80m aven.
The trip down to Sump 1 was uneventful, though some route finding was required
prior to the stream way and the bag with 2 cylinders, full diving kit and bolting
kit/neoprene certainly caused some less energy-efficient circumstances. Kitting up at
the sump JB put his wetsuit on straight over his base layer under suit, and dived
through with 2 x 3 and 1 x 5 litre cylinders. Visibility was OK after the previous few
trips and upon surfacing JB dumped the cylinders and continued downstream.
The cave beyond the aven continued in periodically energetic climbing/traversing
fashion on crap rock, not helped by the layers of neoprene being worn - perhaps
changing back into normal caving kit might be worth considering for the passage
between Sump 1 & 2. Eventually a turn was made at a slippery climb/squeeze with
no visible simple way back up. Being aware of his isolation JB chose it a good place to
turn around. An uneventful exit of the cave was made, leaving the two 3 litre
cylinders beyond Sump 1 and diving back on a single 5 litre cylinder.
Monday 17th July
Cueva Del Nacimiento – Death Race
(PW, AH)
7am alarm call, breakfast and dressed for caving. 9am depart. The exit is pretty
quick, nothing exciting other than myself going through the sump 5 times, in order to
try and get some GoPro footage (failed miserably). Out in 5.5 hours.

Torca de los Carneros
30T 363638 4791543 1401m

(FF, SD, MY, DW)

The team started their day with the 500m slog up to the cave entrance – which has
yet to become any easier! Today the team were accompanied by DW who provided
motivational musical arrangements blasting through his mini-speaker. DW was acting
as ‘surface control’ on his rest day, having exited Death Race the day before.
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Having descended to the bottom of the main chamber the team split up. MY would
progress through the small constriction with the assistance of a lump hammer, whilst
FF and SD would go through to the ‘Tunnel of Love’ and continue to look at potential
leads.
Whilst SD was at the head of ‘The Grave Yard’ constriction he kindly passed the
rotting corpse of a black Pajaros up to MY. The smell so offensive that MY was
trapped, gagging back through the small climb back into the main chamber.
MY quickly broke through the constriction, calling back to SD and FF. After
opportunistically taking photos back through the ‘Tunnel of Love’, the team were
back at ‘The Graveyard’ constriction. FF squeezed through with his SRT kit on, whilst
SD past through the bolting kit one item at a time. After three attempts of finding a
suitable bolt placement within the flowstone, FF descended the pitch for
approximately 10m. Unfortunately, with no way on, he ascended back up the pitch.
With the expedition meal looming the team were forced the exit the cave. There are
still two leads remaining, ready for another day!
As the team prusikked back up the pitched they were treated to the sounds of Pink
Floyd – music blaring from the mini speaker at the entrance. Bliss.
Valdelafuente prospecting
(JB, GD)
A few hours were spent prospecting the area between the location of Marniosa
downstream sump2 and the Agua upstream sump end. A walk was started from the
damn in the Sobra valley, bashing our way down through gorse and bracken until the
river started cascading down falls. We then traversed up to the foot path and
traversed around the valley in the direction of the crossroad carpark. After a
sheltered lunch stop 2-3 hours were spent cris-crossing the exposed limestone in the
vicinity of the mountain under which the potential path of the submerged passage
would travel. This was done under the SE facing slope of Valdelafuente. It is believed
the dip of the bed would likely take the stream for which the elevation at Agua and
Marniosa suggest are at the same height straight under the de Valdediezma river.
This suggests it’s unlikely there is dry passage between the two. Despite this we
searched for possible entrances that might connect, a fruitless search ensued and
only thing noted was a test adit or tunnel driven into the hill which appears to be
used as an animal shelter and was dome shape and approx. 3m deep, the limestone
here is at a 35 angle and very fluted from rainwater runoff. No draught or potential
leads were noted, an easier return along the path was had.
Tuesday 18th July
HM, CJ leave. Thanks, all :-)
We have left 3 large bags in the tackle store, one drill, 1 hammer, 1 aiding kit, 11
aiding krabs, 15ish hangers & maillons in death race, 4 Hitachi batteries and 1
charger in use elsewhere and 1 hammer and 1 skyhook in Fallen Bear. Probably
other bits and pieces (red and yellow or red and blue tape).
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Cueva de la Marniosa - Terminal Sump 2 dive
(AR, JB)
GD had been having trouble sleeping over the few days previously, possibly due to
the heat. This meant going on a push trip to the end of Cueva Marniosa to the
Terminal Sump 2 would not be sensible. JB was still determined to go but was not
keen on the idea of a solo trip to the end (with or without dive kit), based on various
reports of the cave suggesting a hard trip was in order (see reports from Boothroyd
et al.). Therefore, JB persuaded AR to join him since AR, despite not being a cave
diver, had previously passed Sump 1 without issues to help GD in the 80m aven
beyond. Thankfully AR agreed and an uneventful trip down to Sump 1 was had in
good time (45 mins) where both dived through, JB carrying a bag with SRT kits plus
other bits and bobs in a Daren drum (floaty!). On the other side AR started to brew a
hot chocolate whilst JB sorted equipment for the Sump 2 dive, including a makeshift
dive harness (etriers), a single full 3L cylinder (one of two lefts on that side of Sump 1
by JB two days prior), some bolting kit and general dive accessories.
The journey down to the limit explored by JB on a solo trip two day before was much
nicer this time, with company, and the obstacle turned out to be an awkward
squeeze between a fallen block and the passage wall (which AR climbed on the way
back, whereas JB squeezed back up). After this, relatively pleasant stream passage
with the usual climbing, traversing, rifts and stooping was followed for some time,
via some large chambers, passing a sump pitch to the left noted on the survey, to the
14m pitch into the “bear pit” obstacle. This area had been the site of frustration for
multiple previous explorers, as evidenced by equipment left behind, including Brian
Judd’s lead and diving cylinders. Multiple lengths of rope were left on or near the
pitch, and the first attempt to descend by JB was shaken by one of the Y-hang
“anchors” failing, when a natural rock flake inconveniently broke away. During the
subsequent fall/swing encountered by JB, an impact onto an extended left arm
caused some pain and aches for the remainder of the trip. The anchors were rerigged and the pitch descended into a large resurging pool, likely the regained
stream way after it is lost in one of the aforementioned chambers. A swim across this
and a short section of walking passage lead to a tight rift and a climb above.
This area is not well represented on the survey, no climb is specified in this large
walking section however having communicated with MadPhil Rowsell previously,
who had bolted up this climb, JB was aware that a rope should be nearby. This was
found to be about 4m up, anchored to a bolt. JB went back to cut a short section of
excess rope from the bottom of the previous pitch before AR, being by far the better
climber, clipped it onto the 4m bolt and continued up, carefully, to the top. Midway
AR found another rope from across the void attached to the rope he was climbing,
which turned out to be the main hang rope installed by MadPhil for the pitch after
climbing the corner. This ascending pitch is around the same height as the previous
descending pitch (15m or so) and is not on the survey, despite having been climbed
by the 80’s explorers (dive line was found above and below the pitch).
There are a couple of ways on at the top, and given the inconsistency of multiple
descriptions a long while was spent looking around for what matched the
descriptions and survey best. A retreat to the bottom of the pitch to explore the rifts
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below was carried out, to cover all routes, until after a discussion on whether to
continue or not, it was decided to choose the ongoing large passage at the top
(which didn’t match survey direction or description). This continued into sharp,
snaggy, nasty traversing at high level and became obvious that it was the way, where
there was no possibility of staying at the same height, with lots of up and down
climbing on extremely weak and sharp rock (a fall would NOT be conducive to life). A
point high up, on an S-bend was reached where progress began to look bleak and
dangerous. More discussions were had where AR seemed happy to turn around, with
JB agreeing subject to one more attempt to bottom the rift. This turned out to be
fruitful, where an exposed, cautious, but relatively straight-forward series of
descents led to rifted stream way and eventually the difficult, tight, friable jagged
rifts that were expected based on prior reports.
With the bag of dive gear, the journey through this rift had to be methodical, slow
and careful. Everything snagged, at all levels, with multiple restricted and resistive
climbs up and down, chest-tight squeezes and a deep pool midway through,
requiring a cold swim across. Finally, the rift widened slightly, leading to a boulder
choke (easily passed) and more pleasant stream way. This got appreciably easier
until stomping stream way lead off, with periodic obstacles, to the final chamber
with the large, clear blue Terminal Sump 2 at the far end.
Without wanting to waste time, JB kitted up into his dive kit and entered the water,
buoyant, using two compact reels (i.e. search reels) as dive line. The crystal clear
underwater passage dipped gradually down to a shallow 5m depth, where it
continued to an elbow. Surface was visible ahead and was reached after
approximately 25-30m, using both reels with only a metre to spare to tie off on the
far side. Approximately 40m of open, lightly cascading stream passage was explored,
after removing some kit, to a calcite/mud climb on the right and rifted stream
passage on the left. The climb was pushed until it became too exposed for the divers’
situation, but was seen to choke ahead. Down on the left, a very short foray into the
narrow stream passage saw an ongoing rift continuation, relatively pleasant with no
sign on an imminent sump. Aware that AR was waiting on the far side and would be
getting cold/feeling isolated, JB began a return. The security of the join between the
two-line sections was inspected once more, in doing so, due to very positive
buoyancy, JB found himself stood upside down near the far side of the elbow of the
sump with feet on the roof and head on the gravel bottom – an amusing situation in
such a place. The line was left in place, and an exit was made to a pleased AR.
The trip back to Sump 1 was a long, uneventful journey, where AR got a brew on and
heated some ration packs, while JB prepped all kit for bringing back through the
sump (it was at the time improbable that either GD or AR would return with JB to
Sump 2, hence all kit was due to exit from the diver-only section of the cave). This
included all kit used to aid the aven downstream, plus cooking and excess dive kit.
This amounted to three large bags for JB to exit with, which were tied together and
made as neutral as possible for the return, which was successful and unhindered. AR
being uncomfortable in deep canals (which are extensive on the exit side of Sump 1)
continued through after the dive to warm up at the dryer Sump 1 dive base, whilst JB
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ferried the remainder of kit through the canal and up the cascade to meet him. Kit
was then sorted, a brew was heated, and a further uneventful exit was made,
reaching the surface 16 hours after entering the cave (at least 12 of which beyond
Sump 1). Thanks to AR for enduring yet another Marniosa Sump 1 cave dive!
Sump 25-30m, -5m depth, 2m high by 4m wide, 240 bearing following
Wednesday 19th July
Fallen Bear
(DP, TL)
The night before had started with extensive planning and much deliberation as to
what we were going to look at in Fallen Bear Cave… Although the bar had districted
us a fair amount, leaving us weary for our early start when we awoke the following
morning.
So, we had an early 11am start (expedition early) we marched up the hill via the
many shortcuts to be at the cave for around midday. Neither of us had been down
the cave before, but heard route finding was a blast. After a quick descent of the
gaping gill sized chamber we immediately got lost. EAST WEST EAST WEST - -- - - -yes,
the old description was incorrect!!!! After finally finding the correct direction out of
the way down to the end of the cave we swiftly descended through a maze of
smaller, tight pitches to El Chaos (after picking up drill, rope and bolting kit from the
main entrance chamber).
As per previous reports…. This really was the CHAOS!!! (El Chaos) Fallen, stricken,
loose, dodgy, formidable boulders everywhere we could go. We continued down a
45-degree slope, over boulders, loose rocks and mud. Several free climbs and a few
scree slope traverses lead us eventually toward the end of the broken-down
passage. But this wasn’t the end of it. The height of the passage reduces to body
width, where we had to thrutch our way down and through the narrow, low passage.
Several attempts at finding possible side passages and unexplored areas had lead us
in circles with only a few small avens confirmed as possible leads. As we progressed
to the lower reaches of the cave we encountered the lower pitches that Dave swiftly
drilled and rigged for us to continue. We dropped the ‘27m’ pitch that soaked up a
50m rope (left rigged). This whole section a cave is a bit of a variation and the pitch
we rigged seemed the most straightforward to descend. After a crawl through
boulders and a short squeeze, we popped our head over the final pitch, which was
described as a 37m pitch, however it looked as though a 50-60m rope was needed.
The final pitch into the chamber was very impressive and presented a different
character to the rest of the cave, this was an atmospheric wet, draughty cold
chamber. One of our aims was to see one of the marked avens at the top of this
chamber. There is clearly a large window with a mender/shaft heading away from us,
and away from the rest of the cave. It should be aim of the next expedition to push
this meandering window to see if it links into another system.
AAARRRRGGHH FLAP FLAP – ARRRRRRGGGGHHHHHHHHHHYYYYYY (Dave says) but
the flap was not from a human ….. It was from some sort of beast!!! FLAP FLAP the
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beast (small bird), was a crow, who had chosen to make its nest in the entrance
shaft. The crow perched itself on Dave’s shoulder in a displeased manner. Tom had
no such problems. The crows were merely dispersed by a swift backhander.
Entrance pitch derigged – need deviation for very top – need deviation for ledge half
way down main pitch. 79m pitch marked – say 60 and 40 would work well on rerigging.
50m rope required for lowest pitch
Lightweight aid climbing gear for numerous marked leads on survey at lower areas of
cave.
Torca de los Carneros
(MY, AH)
Mike and Alex were all geared up for a long days’ worth of exploration, surveying
and de-rigging. Bearing in mind that an attempt at surveying had already been made
once, though the Disto didn’t pair up with the fancy PDA the last time. We had all the
gear and made our way pleasantly up the mountain. Having shot and sketched down
to the main pitch, Mike then had to make an unfortunate announcement to Alex;
“the Disto has run out of battery!”. So, surveying and de-rigging were off the menu
for the day.
We then decided to push the two known leads, both of which were narrow pitch
heads appearing to go down between 6-10m. These both also happen to be in the
most stunning, full-of-calcite passage in the Picos, and so drilling bolts isn’t overly
effective. Naturals for rigging then. Mike dropped the first one, having spent some
time finding a good back up to the slings leisurely placed over a couple of
stalagmites. Down through the floor and straight into a pool. Everything here was
covered in moon milk. Sadly, the passage that could be seen going off from the
chamber immediately turned a corner and closed down. No way on this way. After
flapping up the moon milk climb, we then went to investigate the final lead. This too
was a narrow hole in the floor and Alex boldly squeezed on through, descending
down into a narrow rifty passage that closed down sharpish too.
With both leads covered, and the cave seemingly ended, the team ascended the
main shaft and descended the mountain to the bar for a well-earned cerveza.
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race
(AR, BC)
Having managed to avoid going into Agua so far, this expedition it was finally time
for BC and AR to push the far end of the cave. After the customary faffing, we walked
down the hill behind SD & DW who we met at the entrance. We waved them off
saying we’d meet them in a few hours at the Death Race camp.
Although BC had never been past Consort Hall, AR had been to the Wet Aven 3 times
and the route was well marked from the Teeth of Satan. That said, remembering
caves is not one of AR’s notable strengths so it was with some nervousness that AR &
BC set off around 15:30.
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The route to Consort Hall is well marked but that didn’t stop AR taking at least one
wrong turn which did not fill BC will confidence. We arrived at Consort Hall in good
spirits and quickly passed the place to get water from which point the cave was all
new to BC.
The ramp was climbed and we passed into some sandy passages which AR did not
remember. We climbed past the large boss that did seem familiar to AR but his
confidence that we were on the right route was beginning to waiver.
We progressed to a short rope climb which AR could not remember at all and after a
few meters arrived at another rope. This rope was new to AR and the more he
climbed the less confident he was that this was the way on. After some deliberation
AR came back down and we started to retrace our steps to look for alternatives we
may have missed.
With AR backtracking at some pace, BC ferreted down many side passages looking
for signs that might suggest it was the main trade route into the cave. While many of
these leads seemed to go on and there had been plenty of traffic down them they
were obviously not the main way on.
AR soon arrived back at the drinking hole just after Consort Hall and was joined by
BC. Realising there were no other more likely routes we concluded AR’s goldfish
memory was probably to blame, just because he had no recollection of it didn’t
mean it wasn’t the most likely way on.
So, we turned around again to climbed back up to the ropes. This time AR continued
to the top of the rope climbs and announced there was only one way on which was
down another rope. With BC following AR arrived in the Hall of the Green Domino
which he did recognise (although he did think it was after the Wet Aven and after
the Teeth of Satan…)
We at least knew we were now on the right track, unfortunately AR had no idea of
how to get out of the chamber.
We explored the well-trodden way to where water is collected, AR dropped down
but quickly discounted this as the way on, we continued to search the chamber but
could not see how to progress. We both dropped back down to the water and
climbed out into the passage we later found out leads to the booming catacombs. It
was easy to see this was not the main way on due to the delicate nature of some of
the popcorn which was very much intact.
We returned to the Hall of the Green Domino and systematically explored along
every wall for evidence of the way on. However, the end result was still the same no
obvious way on…
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AR made several attempts to climb a very sketchy inclined ramp but soon decided
this was too exposed not to have been roped. It was at the position we later
discovered we would have been practically on top of the rope up and out of the hall.
After an hour and a half of searching and on top of the additional time we’d lost
backtracking we had already been in the cave 8 hours and were probably still several
hours from the Camp at Death race (even if we could have found the way on).
We concluded it was time to eat something so while the rat packs were warming we
had one more search around with ARs powerful spot light. Alas no signs of any way
on. We ate our food and reluctantly concluded we would have to turn around and go
out (as we had no kit to bivvy).
We dumped our spare food and the food we were carrying to replenish the camp at
Death Race. We carefully made our way out aware that by the entrance series we’d
been caving for 14 hours. The walk up the hill was made less pleasant by the cold
and the rain.
The post mortem discussion questioned whether the rope had been pulled up
slightly but concluded that despite successfully exiting Green Domino on 3 occasions
previously ARs goldfish memory was probably not the most reliable navigation tool…
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race
(SD, DW)
Having drunkenly committed to going the Death Race at 2AM the night before, we
reluctantly scampered down the hill having had a slow hungover morning.
At the entrance, we said goodbye to BC and AR, safe in the knowledge that we would
all be enjoying the delights of camp together for the next couple of nights……. or so
we thought.
We made good progress to camp, arriving there in less than 6 hours, and after a bite
to eat and a cup of tea we retreated to bed where we would wait to be woken up by
our comrades.
Fast forward 9 hours and when we woke up we were very concerned to find that BC
& AR were not at camp! We considered our options and elected not to climb the
aven beyond the traverse and instead climb an aven just before ‘p chamber’[sp?]
which would leave us directly over the main route to camp and if BC and AR arrived
we would be able to make contact.
Sam did the first half of the climb up the wall of flaky popcorn until a ledge provided
an opportunity to swap roles. After seeing the lead though DW wished he had not as
a tight and airy rift was next on the agenda with the main rift covered in calcite and
not safely climbable. After only a few bolts and some aerial gymnastics (“Be More
Arwel” being uttered to inspire some climbing ability from somewhere) this obstacle
was passed and came out at a calcite flow ramp which may be ongoing but would
probably be quite tight. In the other direction, the rift continues east for about 7/8
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metres and appears a much better prospect which would have to be left for another
day. It was all surveyed and the rope left in situ for next year.
We returned to camp after about 8 hours of pushing and got a relatively early night
which allowed for a start of 7AM. Realising that nobody would be joining us we
packed all the gear into our two rather small bags (2 drills, 5 batteries, survey gear,
stoves and 2 aiding kits) and accepted our heavier than intended packs. Progress out
was good and we made surface in about 5 hours. We bumped into GD and JB in the
entrance series who were derigging the cave and we happy to hear that we had
brought everything back from DR as nobody wanted to do a bounce trip. The walk up
the hill was as miserable as ever but the beers made everything better.
Be More Aven – Immediately before P Chamber an approximately 20m pitch leads to
a calcite ceiling. A passage (Approx. 2m x 4m) can be seen back across the rift which
could be accessed by a 7-8m traverse. The passage appears to continue at a higher
level in the direction of the Wet Aven.
Cueva del Nacimiento – Upper Entrance Series
(PW, EB, GD)
Following a hearty lunch at the bar the team wandered down the hill. EB was finally
convinced in to change into caving gear as the Death Race camping teams arrived.
The search for the upper entrance (that PW had visited some 20 years previously)
included a couple of exposed climbs, some pretty formations and pools, completing
a loop leading to the top of the Black Hole, and then starting all over again.
A large pool at the bottom of a slope with two reflective markers at the top was
decided to be the way to the upper entrance but the water was much higher than
PW remembered, having been able to pass through as a duck before. An old hessian
rope ran through the sumped passage. PW and GD tried to get pictures and video to
confirm the correct place. Having completed the objective, the team slogged back up
the hill in the rain taking with them the first aid kit, pump and siphon hose.
Thursday 20th July
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race
See previous day’s entry

(SD, DW)

Revised Kit list
@ DR
37 x MOD ration packs
3 x ALDI ration packs
3 x tins of tuna
10 x instance porridge (cup)
15 x cup a soup
2 x 500g cous cous
8 x instant custard
8x instant noodles
3 x buns / sandwich
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Milk powder
6x lemsip
2l petrol
2 toilet rolls
Everything else unchanged
22 x maillons
13 x hangars
88 x bolts
1 x tape measure
2 x rope protectors
50m static (9mm) – on Aven near Pi-Chamber
50m static (9mm) – currently on Joe’s crack
30m static (9mm)
MINIMAL WATER AT CAMP.
Torca de los Carneros
(MY,BC)
Thursday was a slow day. The rain was falling, the mood was tired, and really no one
fancied a whacking steep walk up a mountainside on a purely surveying and derigging trip. Who can blame them? However, after some impressive and patient
wooing, Pyro did manage to convince Bob that he would have a lovely time down
there in all his wet kit.
Mid-afternoon and the two cavers steadily plodded through the rain and mist. This
time, the surveying would be done the old-fashioned way – compass & clino, albeit
with a laser range finder. Lo and behold, after a couple of shots… “battery low”. It
was decided then that the best option would be to dash through the cave and mark
up all the survey stations, ready for some quick firing with the range finder. All the
while, Pyro was to keep the batteries in a sock down his undies (the sock wasn’t
always there by the way). This way, the added heat would make the batteries last
long enough to survey the cave. The plan worked (mostly), and with that done, Torca
de los Carneros was completed.
After de-rigging and packing everything up at the top, Bob was pleasantly surprised
(the most genuine look of delight I’ve ever seen on someone’s face) to find Pyro had
brought along a couple of mountain beers. Bob very much enjoyed the cave, and
ultimately was pleased to have donned the wet kit and go for it. All that remains now
is for data to be entered and to see how dodgy the survey looks when plotted up!
Cueva de la Marniosa - derigging
(JB, GD, AH, DP, TL)
With the offer of support to recover what was 8 bags worth of kit, an afternoon
departure saw GD & AH at sump 1 within an hour. 30mins of sorting of kit into bags
and a return to the surface commenced. The other 3 arrived as we got to the first
return pitch. Using a combination of prussiking and haling the bigger bags a rhythm
was almost achieved by having one caver at the bottom, one mid pitch and rest at
the top. The most efficient process was carrying a bag each and passing the 3 smaller
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bags between the group, the exception being on the rifty shit where passing bags
through a chain of people was easiest. This continued well as we made our way up
the stream passage until GD whilst carrying a large yellow bag and a green cylinder
bag had a ledge foot hold break as he stepped up causing some discomfort as his
ribcage encountered the next protrusion, TL & DP had just used the very same
foothold as others on the other trips. A few minutes were lost whilst he regained
the ability to speak and checked himself for damage, then a rather more cautious
pace was resumed. The most time-consuming part was dragging the bags up the
slope shortly after leaving the stream way. The shuttling worked well and all were
back on the surface after approx. 6hrs and the kit was left down the hill as PW had
kindly offered to drive the pimp wagon down saving a walk back to the road with 8
bags and personal kit.
Pozo Castillo / Natacha
(PW, EB)
Following a lazy and unmotivated start to the day the team finally set off towards the
White House (thankfully in the Land Rover!). The rain wasn’t falling quite so hard at
the top of the hill, but waterproofs were still required for the walk up to the Segura II
entrance. Donning wet kit from the day before made the prospect of wading
through the flooded passage not quite as bad as usual – though it was still
unpleasant!
The survey was started at the first junction, using the large cairn as the first marker.
PW on PDA and EB on distox. The passage to the top of the Natacha pitch was
surveyed using a succession of cairns (having forgotten to pack the tipex), the final
survey point is the bolt at the start of the short traverse line next to the Y hang.
While PW concentrated on creating a surveying masterpiece, EB bravely derigged
the pitch whilst desperately trying not to look up at the hanging death above.
After setting up the GoPro at the bottom of the rotten ladder, the team continued to
survey all that appeared safe and reachable in the upper levels. There is some pretty
scary stuff up there… EB being relieved that the pitch had been derigged before
getting a closer look at what hung over it!! After a good hour of closing loops and
avoiding rotting, partially hidden stemple walkways the team headed towards the
Castillo entrance. A small amount of surveying near the bottom of the ropes was
completed and the entrance pitches derigged following the dropping and retrieval of
the spanner.
The sun was still hiding behind some rather thick clouds as the team wandered back
to Segura II to change and pick up kit before heading back to the White House and
the very welcome heated seats of the Land Rover.
Friday 21st July
Cueva del Nacimiento – Death Race
See previous day’s entry. Team exit Nacimiento.

(SD, DW)
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